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Abstract
Verifying the correctness and reliability of imperative and object-oriented programs is one of the grand challenges in computer science. In imperative programming models, programmers introduce concurrency manually by using explicit concurrency constructs such as multi-threading. Multi-threaded programs are prone to synchronization problems such as data races and deadlocks, and verifying API protocols in object-oriented programs is a non-trivial task due to the improper and unexpected state transition at run-time. This is in part due to the unwanted sharing of program states in such programs. With these considerations in mind, access permissions have been investigated as a means to reasoning about the correctness of such programs. Access permissions are abstract capabilities that characterize the way a shared resource can be accessed by multiple references.

This paper provides a comprehensive survey of existing access permission-based verification approaches. We describe different categories of permissions and permission-based contracts. We elaborate how permission-based specifications have been used to ensure compliance of API protocols and to avoid synchronization problems in concurrent programs. We compare existing approaches based on permission usage, analysis performed, language and/or tool supported, and properties being verified. Finally, we provide insight into the research challenges posed by existing approaches and suggest future directions.
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1. Introduction

Correctness and reliability of software programs written in imperative and object-oriented languages such as Java and C++ have always been a major challenge for the IT industry. This is because of the implicit dependencies that exist between the code and the program states. In imperative programs different program parts may access the same mutable state, without exposing this information to each other and, consequently, may cause unwanted interference or inconstant states. Preventing such errors is important to ensure the compliance of API (Application Programming Interface) protocols in object-oriented programs and to verify the correctness of increasingly ubiquitous multi-threaded applications.

Modern object-oriented programs are highly reliant on reusable APIs that often define usage protocols i.e., the desired sequence of method calls that API clients must follow for underlying objects to work properly. Typestates (Strom and Yemini, 1986) have been designed to specify usage protocols and verify their behavior. A typestate abstractly defines an object’s state at execution time. However, statically tracking object state is a non-trivial task because of unexpected transitions between states during program execution. In multi-threaded programs, managing synchronization between threads is a complicated and challenging task for programmers due to thread interleaving and heap interference, which can lead to concurrency problems such as deadlocks, data races. The situation becomes worse in the presence of unrestricted aliasing, the hallmark feature of imperative and object-oriented languages (Bierhoff et al., 2009b).

Earlier work on verifying correctness of sequential programs dates back to Hoare’s logic (Hoare, 1969) that defines a set of axioms (calculus) and formal inference rules to specify and verify desired properties and static analysis techniques such as (Floyd, 1967). Handling thread non-interference for Java-like concurrent programs dates back to Owicki-Gries’ axiomatic method, (Owicki and Gries, 1976), and Jones’ rely-guarantee principle (Jones, 1983). These approaches are considered the traditional and general ways of performing shared-memory program verification. Since the seminal work of Hoare (Hoare, 1969) and Floyd (Floyd, 1967), many logic-based verification approaches and type-effect systems have been developed to avoid problems such as data races, deadlocks, atomicity violations in shared-memory programs.

The commonly used verification approaches either perform deductive verification or employ theorem proving techniques where formal correctness
Proofs are used to verify program properties based on the input specifications (Huisman, 2001; Flanagan et al., 2003; Abadi et al., 2006; O’Hearn, 2007; Villard et al., 2010; Caires and Seco, 2013). Others conduct dynamic analysis of the input program through model checking (Visser et al., 2003; Chaki et al., 2004; Chaki and Gurfinkel, 2018) or perform static analysis (Boyapati et al., 2002; Engler and Ashcraft, 2003; Young et al., 2007; Naik et al., 2009; Dias et al., 2013) to approximate runtime behavior of the program to verify its correctness.

However, in the last decades, static contract checking based on Hoare logic and the development of advanced, simplified, automated program verifiers (Fähndrich and Logozzo, 2011; Pradel et al., 2012; Fillitre and Paskevich, 2013; Carr et al., 2017) had been an active areas of research for the verification of program behavior. Although these approaches are usable and quite promising, the support for concurrency and aliasing is limited. As most of the real-world applications are inherently multi-threaded, the next step was to develop tools and techniques that can reason about shared-memory programs and control aliasing in a sound and efficient way. With these considerations in mind, permission-based program logics and tools became influential because of their practicality, expressiveness and strong reasoning power to handle both aliasing and concurrency.

Access permission, formally called Boyland’s fractional permission (Boyland, 2003), is a formalism inspired by Linear Logic (Girard, 1987) and Separation Logic (O’Hearn et al., 2001; Reynolds, 2002). The former treats permissions as linear resources and the latter simplifies the specifications and verification of shared-memory programs in an efficient way. Fractional permissions were originally proposed to verify non-interference of the program states in parallel programs, using either read or write accesses on the referenced objects. The formalism was later extended by Bornat et al. (2005) to allow read sharing of the shared program states. Bierhoff and Aldrich (2007) extended fractional permissions as symbolic permissions to model both the read/write operations and aliasing information of a program state at one place.

A study of the literature shows that access permissions have been investigated to address different concerns related to security, concurrency, and protocol verification. Notable threads of research include Plural (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007, 2008; Beckman, 2009), Chalice (Leino et al., 2009; Leino and Müller, 2009), VeriFast (Jacobs et al., 2011), VPerm (Le et al., 2012), Pulse (Siminiceanu et al., 2012), Sample (Ferrara and Müller, 2012), Plaid (Aldrich,
et al., 2012), Æminium (Stork et al., 2014), VerCors (Amighi et al., 2012, 2014), and Viper (Müller et al., 2017), to name a few.

This survey summarizes the pragmatics of different access permission sharing and accounting models, discussed in detail in Section 3 and 5.1, that have been used in the literature to verify the correctness and behavior of sequential and concurrent programs, based on access permissions. To the best of our knowledge, this survey is the first attempt to provide readers a comprehensive overview of existing access permission-based verification approaches and tools since their introduction.

We categorize the research work covered in this survey along the following three dimensions:

1. Verification of API protocols in typestate-based sequential and concurrent programs.
2. Verification of common concurrency problems such as race conditions and deadlock etc., in concurrent (multi-threaded) programs.
3. Automatic inference of access permissions for sequential and concurrent programs.

Within each of the above categories, the existing approaches are compared and contrasted based on the following criteria:

- The type of underlying program (Prog) such as sequential or concurrent program.
- The programming language (Language) used or developed as a specification language.
- The realization of the proposed technique in the form of a tool (Tool).
- The type of analysis (Analysis) i.e. static or dynamic performed.
- The kind of permission abstraction (Perm-Kind) such as fractional, counting or symbolic permissions, supported as a part of specifications.
- The access notations or contracts (Perm-Specs) specified as program annotations.
- The permissions or access notations (Perm-Infer) inferred.
Section 2 briefly discusses the related formal theories and type systems in the literature as seminal and background work to program verification. Section 3 provides an overview of access permissions. Sections 4, 5, 6 covers the three categories of the state of access permission-based program verification, mentioned previously. We elaborate some approaches with sample code snippets to show how different types of access permissions are manually added in the program to specify design intents and verify program behavior against specifications. The objective is to analyze the annotation overhead posed by these approaches. Table ?? provides the more detailed statistics, in terms of annotation overhead, of the existing approaches from the surveyed papers where possible. Further, in every section, a brief summary of the studies work in chronological order (where possible), following the above mentioned criteria, is given in tabular form. Finally, Section 7 provides an insight into the use of access permission-based specifications, the research challenges posed by the existing approaches and suggest future research directions.

2. Related Formalisms to Program Verification and Parallelization

This section briefly presents other formal type theories for program verification and parallelization. A type system can verify the desired interaction between system components as types can classify program entities and the permissible results of the computations. The beauty of type systems is the assurance that if a program is type-checked then it is guaranteed to be free from errors.

Earlier work on type systems mainly focused on the results of a computation in a program in terms of its correctness. Then the study of type discipline and concurrency theory inspired the development of formal type systems that can statically formulate and verify the intended properties of a program behavior, along with the permissible results of the computations.

Behavioral Type

Behavioral type theory is one such formalism that was originally proposed to verify concurrent programs based on process algebra (Nielson and Nielson).
A behavioural type system uses behavioral types, a type-based abstraction, to formally describe the software entities such as communication protocols, interfaces, web services and contracts, as a sequence of operations in a concurrent and distributed environment. Formally speaking, a behavioural type system is a compositional type system that can directly model the interaction between system components as a notion of choice, causality and resource usage. Session types and behavioural contracts are two notions related to behavioural types.

Since the introduction of behavioral types, many type-based effect and proof systems, using the concepts of behavioural types, session types, spatial logic and processes as types, have been developed to study various correctness and behavioral properties such as unique receptiveness, race freedom, deadlocks, livelocks in large-scale concurrent and distributed systems (Sangiorgi, 1999; Chaki et al., 2002; Igarashi and Kobayashi, 2005; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2005; Kobayashi and Sangiorgi, 2010). However, in these approaches, type-based specifications are explicitly added to the model and verify the usage patterns of resources and communication objects. The behavioral type theory then subsequently integrated with session types (Igarashi and Kobayashi, 2001; Chaki et al., 2002; Igarashi and Kobayashi, 2005; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2005) where type-based specifications are explicitly added to model and verify the usage patterns of communication objects in concurrent and distributed environment.

Recent work on behavioral separation in a distributed environment can be attributed to Caires (2008) who developed a spatial-behavioural typing system, to model the resource independence and synchronization in a distributed (concurrent) environment, based on the Spatial logic (Caires and Cardelli, 2003, 2002). The type system using parallel and sequential composition operators and resource ownership are handled using the type modality. Later, Caires and Seco (2013) developed a behavioral separation programming language based on λ-calculus to ensure the disciplined interference between resources in higher-order concurrent programs having fork/join parallelism. The language is based on the behavioral type systems (Honda et al., 1998; Chaki et al., 2002) that incorporates a behavioral view of the program properties and employs Concurrent Separation Logic (Reynolds, 2002, OHearn, 2007), to separate the dynamic behavior of run-time values rather than separating program states itself. However, program effects are computed based on the explicitly specified assertions to ensure the safety of concurrent programs.

A detailed study of behavioral type systems and related methodologies can
be found in Ancona et al. (2016).

**Session Type**

Session type, a notion of behavioral types, was originally introduced by Honda et al. (1998) to ensure the disciplined interaction between two partners in a distributed environment and later extended in the work of Honda (Honda et al., 2008) to incorporate the arbitrary number of participants in the same environment.

Recently, session types were extended with formal type system to control aliasing and to enforce usage protocols in a concurrent environment for Java and Java-like languages, such as SessionJ (Hu et al., 2008, 2010), Yak (Milito and Caires, 2009) and Mungo (Gay et al., 2015a), to name a few. Further, the linearity of resources is an important and recurring theme in concurrency that studies behavioral type systems, for process calculi and as mentioned by Honda (1993), Linear Logic can be considered as a source of inspiration for some aspects of session types.

Recent work on Linear Logic-based session types includes the work of Caires and Pfenning (2010), who proposed a Curry-Howard style interpretation of binary session types in intuitionistic Linear Logic, to expose a deep relationship between both concepts. Recently, with this line of work, Gay and Vasconcelos (2010) and Wadler (2014) developed a new calculus CP and a linear functional language GV, to establish a connection between session types and the Linear Logic, that can yield a process calculus, free from data races and deadlocks. A comprehensive study of program verification approaches based on the session and behavioral types can be found in Hüttel et al. (2016).

**Typestate**

Yet another important formalism, a notion of behavioural types, is typestate. Typestate was first defined by Strom and Yemini (1986) as a new programming language concept that determines the operations permitted on objects in a given context. According to García et al. (2014), “typestate reflects how legal operations on objects can change at run-time as their internal state changes”. Typestate associates state information with a variable of a given type, which is then subsequently used to decide the valid operations to be called on an instance of that type. Typestate is suitable to represent resources that follow state transition systems that follow the ‘open then close’
semantics. For example, a database connection can only execute a database command if it is in the open state.

Typestates were originally developed for imperative languages without the notion of objects, but later extended with the behavioural-type discipline, to support verification of object-oriented languages such as Vault (DeLine and Fähndrich, 2002), Fugue (DeLine and Fähndrich, 2004). Furthermore, typestates were integrated as a first-class language construct in typestate-oriented language (Aldrich et al., 2009; Sunshine et al., 2011) to verify the correctness of the usage protocols in state-based sequential programs. In the new language, objects are being modeled not only as classes, but also the changing abstract states, where the correctness of the program is determined by tracking state transitions between different objects at execution time, thereby ensuring the correct usage of protocols. Later, the typestate-oriented programming led the development of a gradual typestate system (Garcia et al., 2014) that integrates access permissions with gradual types (Siek and Taha, 2007) to control aliasing in a more robust way.

Recent developments in state-based protocol checking and verification includes approaches (Caires and Seco, 2013; Garcia et al., 2014; Militão et al., 2014b; Gay et al., 2015b), that handle aliasing in a more robust way and verify communication protocols in distributed and concurrent object-oriented languages. These approaches ensure the basic memory safety conservatively, by associating typestate invariants with each referenced location and by ensuring that the type invariants hold for every store of this location. However, all the approaches discussed above focus on identifying violations of protocols but none of them check the higher-level (behavioral) characteristics of the protocols themselves, for example, their usage in practice and the complexity associated with their definition, that are vital in verifying correctness of many program properties (Beckman et al., 2011).

Ownership Type

Another stream of type-based systems is ownership type, a mechanism to express the sharing of program references (Noble et al., 1998; Clarke et al., 2013), in the way that allows controlled aliasing between objects by mitigating the undesirable effects to other objects.

Since its introduction, ownership types have been used in many formal approaches to provide safe aliasing control mechanisms (Boyapati and Rinard, 2001; Clarke and Wrigstad, 2003; Müller and Rudich, 2007; Cohen et al., 2009), and to control object deallocation explicitly (Matsakis et al., 2014).
However, in ownership-based verification approaches, programmers explicitly define ownership invariants as locking or access information to specify dependencies at the object level and use this information to avoid data races. A complete stream of research on ownership types can be found in the work of Clarke et al. (2013).

**Atomic Set**

Atomic sets have been used to detect atomicity violation and to avoid data races in concurrent programs. An atomic set defines a set of memory locations that share some consistency property and needs to be updated atomically. The atomic set can be viewed as a generalization of Hoare’s monitors (Hoare, 1974) to multiple objects. They can be better integrated into the Java language.

Earlier work using atomic sets dates back to Vaziri et al. (2006)’s data-centric programming model that defines atomic set serializability. Atomic set serializability is a disciplined interference criterion to avoid the problematic interleaving scenarios in the shared-memory programs based on atomic sets. Vaziri extended his previous work to support multiple object interference (Vaziri et al., 2010). Subsequent work used atomic sets to detect atomicity violation statically (Kidd et al., 2011) and dynamically (Xu et al., 2005; Hammer et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2010). The trend is followed by many local data-centric concurrency control mechanism and type systems (Dolby et al., 2012; Marino et al., 2013), to verify program behavior based on atomic sets.

Data-centric concurrency control is one alternative to the explicit locking mechanism. In contrast to the control-centric synchronization approaches, (Artho et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2008), where each program instruction is protected by synchronization constraints and then changes to the program states are tracked for every execution path of the program flow. The local data-centric approaches combine all fields of an object that require consistency, for all the control flow paths of program execution, into an atomic set and updates them atomically to avoid data races.

Contrary to data-centric concurrency control and the use of atomic sets, the development of type systems (Flanagan et al., 2003; Abadi et al., 2006; Flanagan et al., 2008) has been influential to ensure the atomicity and data-race freedom in concurrent programs, and to reduce the annotation overhead associated with manually adding synchronization primitives at code level. However, unlike atomic sets, in type systems, programmers provide explicit
synchronization primitives, as locking and guarded specifications at field or class level, required by the code.

Recently, the notion of atomic sets was replaced by atomic variables by Paulino et al. (2016). The objective was to handle the complexity associated with the use of memory structures in atomic sets. The proposed approach applies a resource-centered view of the data-centric concurrency control. However, in the proposed type system, programmers explicitly define the synchronization primitives on the individual data items that require atomic updates, to guarantee the progress of synchronization for all program execution scenarios.

Uniqueness and Immutability

Another area of interest has been the controlled sharing and interference of object references in imperative object-oriented programs. Sharing is a situation when a piece of memory is accessed by more than one reference, say x and y, so that a change to x affects y as well. Therefore, changes to one object may leave other objects in an inconsistent state, causing unwanted interference and subsequently, data races.

Work has been done to restrict the usage of references notably using access-based type annotations such as uniqueness, immutability and read-only (Clarke and Wrigstad, 2003; Boyland, 2006, 2010; Gordon et al., 2012; Clebsch et al., 2015). The objective was to identify isolated states that can be safely handled by one or more threads, thereby avoiding the unwanted interference and alternatively data races. However, the type system infers sharing effects such as uniqueness and immutability for the object references by computing an equivalence relationship for a set of free variables by evaluating the input expression. The inferred effects are then used to determine which part of the code can be safely shared between multiple threads to maintain the integrity of the data.

Recent development in this area is the Giannini’s type and effect system (Giannini et al., 2018a,b) that expresses sharing in imperative programs based on the pure calculus (Capriccioli et al., 2016), where memory stores are modeled by rewriting the source code terms rather than by modifying the auxiliary storage.

Rely-guarantee Protocols

The logic-based program verification that employs rely-guarantee reasoning has been another active area of research that verifies the correctness of
usage protocols and avoids inter-thread interference in concurrent programs
(Parkinson and Bierman, 2005; Vafeiadis and Parkinson, 2007; Dinsdale-
Young et al., 2010). However, in these approaches, rely-guarantee specifi-
cations are explicitly added at the state or thread level to model and control
the concurrent interactions safely.

The most recent is a sub-structural type system (Militão et al., 2014a)
that uses rely-guarantee protocol abstraction to model the interfering in-
teraction of aliases to the shared states. The type system then ensures that
the aliases always get a determined value regardless of the potential changes
made by the program context during interleaving. However, the system ex-
plicitly assigns a separate role to each alias with a “rely ⇒ guarantee” re-
lation between aliases. Later, Militão et al. (2016) extended the approach
and developed a composition procedure based on linear capabilities (Mor-
risett et al., 2005), to address the decidability of protocol composition and
its integration with the protocol abstraction.

**Separation Logic**

Among other logic-based approaches for data race freedom, Separation
Logic that is based on Hoare logic, attained much attention for controlling
aliasing and verifying program behavior.

Hoare’s logic for conditional critical regions (Hoare, 1972) and monitors
(Hoare, 1974) was widely adopted because of the simplicity and practicality
of their use in Java-like programs. Hoare’s logic limits thread interference to
a few synchronization points. However, it cannot syntactically enforce a safe
monitor synchronization. This is because of the potential risk of aliasing in a
Java program where multiple threads can manipulate shared-memory data in
an unsafe manner. O’Hearn (O’Hearn et al., 2001) and Reynolds (Reynolds,
2002) extended the Hoare’s logic to Classic Separation Logic, a new program
logic with new connectives and separation conjunction (*), to reason about
the sequential programs that manipulate pointer data structures.

Hoare logic uses triples \( \{P\}S\{Q\} \) where \( P \) and \( Q \) are predicates over
program states that define the required and ensured properties of an ex-
pression statement \( S \). However, in Separation Logic, the idea is to explicitly
divide each program state, related to a current method call, into a heap and
a store part, to allow explicit local reasoning about the heap memory. In this
approach, the heap \( h \) is divide into two disjoint parts say \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) using
separation formula of the form \( \phi_1 * \phi_2 \) where \( \phi_1 \) is a pointer valid for the
part \( h_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) is a pointer valid for the part \( h_2 \). The conjunction * operator
combines two disjoint parts of the same heap. The idea of using separation
formula to verify heap structure, dates back to the seminal work of Reynolds
[Reynolds 1978] who proposed a syntactic interference control mechanism
to constrain the effects of interference in Algol-like languages using the Separa-
tion Logic. The separation formula ensures that two threads accessing the
same location do not interfere to verify program behavior.

Eventually, Separation Logic was realized as a new program logic called
Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL) [Brookes 2004; O'Hearn 2007] to rea-
son about multi-threaded programs, with an assumption that if two threads
can operate on disjoint parts of the same heap location without interfering
with each other, they can be verified in a safe and isolated way. CSL enforces
correct synchronization of the shared-memory data logically, rather than syn-
tactically. The idea of CSL was then extended in several sub-structural type
systems and concurrent approaches [Gotsman et al. 2007; Appel and Blazy,
2007; Hobor et al. 2008] to guarantee data race freedom in the shared-
memory concurrent programs, and have recently been applied in high-order
imperative concurrent languages and type systems [Schwinghammer et al.,
2011; Jensen and Birkedal 2012]. However, in the separation logics-based
approaches, the separation predicates are explicitly specified in the program
to define the access rights on the memory locations.

A Move to Permission-based Specifications

Among all formal approaches to the verification of shared-memory pro-
grams such as atomic set, behavioral type, session-type, relay-guarantee rea-
soning and Separation Logic, is access permission. Access permission is an
abstract capability that combines type (effect) systems and, provides more
advanced support for reasoning about the heap resources [Boyland 2003].

The notion of access permissions is built on Linear Logic [Girard 1987],
that treats permissions as linear resources, and the Classic Separation Logic
[O'Hearn et al. 2001] that performs local reasoning of program behavior
against specifications. However, Classic Separation Logic does not support
the concurrent read access of a memory location by multiple references or
threads. Therefore, Boyland [2003] and Bornat et al. [2005] combined Sepa-
ration Logic with abstract capabilities, called access permissions, to allow
concurrent reading of a program state.

Compared to classic verification methods such as Owicki-Gries [Owicki
and Gries 1976] for concurrent programs, the permission-based Separation
Logic ensures that: a) only one reference (thread) can write on a particular
location at any given time, thereby mutating data in a safe way; b) if a
location is read by a thread, all other threads can only have read permission
for that location, thereby implying data race freedom without the need to
explicitly check for the interference between threads in concurrent programs.

Plural (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007; Beckman et al., 2008), a permission-
based program verifier, was the next development phase where access per-
missions were combined with typestate abstractions to statically ensure the
mutability of object’s states, following the Separation Logic, and to verify
protocol compliance in Java-like sequential and concurrent programs.

Access permission was then subsequently used in many formal approaches
(Huisman and Mostowski, 2015) to identify and ensure the mutability of
object’s states and to verify program behavior in shared-memory programs.

3. Access Permissions: An Overview

Access permissions are abstract capabilities that can encode effects (read
and write) and aliasing information of a referenced object at one place. There
are three main categories of access permissions:

Fractional Permissions (Boyland, 2003). A fractional (share) permission
say $s$ is a concrete mathematical value that defines a shared ownership
(access) of referenced objects $o$ in a concurrent setting where $s$ is a
fraction between 0 and 1 inclusive. A value 0 represents absence of
permission, while a value 1 represents full permission and any value
greater than zero represents a shared read-only access on the referenced
object. Fractional permissions can be used to split a full permission
(with value 1) into number of fractions and then to distribute these
fractions among multiple references, and so on. The splitting function
for a full permission, say $s$, when divided between two references, say
$s_1$ and $s_2$, can be written as $s_1 + s_2 = s$ with each reference having a
fraction of $s$ in the range $(0, 1)$.

Counting Permissions (Bornat et al., 2005). A counting permission is a
special fractional permission where $s$ is an integer value between 0 and a
maximum constant value, where zero represents absence of permission
and the maximum value represents full permission on the referenced
object $o$. The read-only access on the referenced object $o$ is represented
by a non-zero integer value such that $0 < s \leq \text{max}$. 
Symbolic permissions \cite{Bierhoff and Aldrich 2007}. Symbolic permissions, simple called access permissions, are extension of Boyland’s fractional permission sharing model but, instead of using concrete fractional value to represent and split permissions among multiple references, symbolic permissions represent and track permission flow through the system using permission types such as unique or immutable etc. Access permissions splitting and joining rules for symbolic permissions are given in Section 3.2.

There are five types of symbolic permissions that can be assigned to a reference \( x \), for a referenced object \( o \), in the presence of its alias \( y \).

**unique(\( x \))**: This permission provides reference \( x \) an exclusive read and modify access on the referenced object \( o \) at any given time. No other reference (e.g. \( y \)) to the same object can co-exist while \( x \) has unique permission on an object.

**full(\( x \))**: This permission grants reference \( x \) with read and write access to the referenced object \( o \), and at the same time \( o \) may also be read, but not written, by other references such as \( y \).

**share(\( x \))**: This permission is the same as full(\( x \)), except that now other references such as \( y \) can also write on the referenced object \( o \).

**pure(\( x \))**: This permission gives reference \( x \) a read but not a write access on a referenced object \( o \). Moreover, other references such as \( y \) may have both read and write access on the same object.

**immutable(\( x \))**: This permission grants a non-modifying access on the referenced object \( o \) to both the current reference \( x \) and any other reference such as \( y \).
Table 1 summarises how access permissions can co-exist on a referenced object \( o \) by the current reference (This Reference \( x \)), and by other reference (Other Reference \( y \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This Reference ( x )</th>
<th>Access Rights</th>
<th>Other Reference ( y )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unique</td>
<td>read/write</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>read/write</td>
<td>pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share</td>
<td>read/write</td>
<td>share, pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pure</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>full, pure, immutable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immutable</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>immutable, pure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Access Permission Contracts in the Spirit of Linear Logic and the Design by Contract Principle

Linear logic (Girard [1987]) traditionally treats access permissions as resources that cannot be duplicated (discarded). Access permission contracts in Linear Logic are specified using the Linear Logic implication connective \((\to)\). The connective \((\to)\) operator is used to specify a method’s pre- and post-conditions in Linear Logic. As indicated by \( P \to Q \), permissions in the pre-conditions \( P \) are consumed before a method runs, and it produces \( Q \) as post-conditions when the method completes its execution. Once a method consumes its permissions they are no longer available to other methods until the method returns the same permissions again.

In the Design by Contract Principle (Meyer [1988]), contracts are obligations and rights of the client and the implementing class itself. Contracts are specified using the requires and the ensures clauses that represent a method’s pre and post-conditions respectively (Meyer [1992], Leavens et al., 2006).

In the spirit of the Design by Contract Principle, permission-based specifications at method level represent contracts where permission-based obligations are defined as pre-conditions \( P \) that client of a class must guarantee before calling methods of the class, and permission-based rights represent post-conditions \( Q \) that must hold for both the client and the implementing class after executing the specified method. The idea of specifying pre- and post-conditions as contracts dates back to Hoare’s work (Hoare [1969] on
formal verification of software applications and has recently been applied to
permission-based verification and parallelization approaches (Cataño et al.,
2014 Militao et al., 2010 Huisman and Mostowski, 2015).

### 3.2. Access Permission Splitting and Joining Rules

Access permission can be split into one or more relaxed permissions (frac-
tions of original permission, using fractional values in the range $(0, 1)$) and
then merged back into more restrictive or original permission. This phe-
nomenon is known as fractional permission analysis where fractions keep
tracks of the way the permissions were split and joined back. This informa-
tion can be used to verify system properties based on certain specific criteria
and to parallelise execution of a program by tracking permission-based de-
pendencies in the program. Table 2 shows access permissions splitting and
joining rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Splitting and joining Rules</th>
<th>Rule #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unique($x; o; k$) $\iff$ full($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ pure($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unique($x; o; k$) $\iff$ immutable($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ immutable($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full($x; o; k$) $\iff$ share($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ pure($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share($x; o; k$) $\iff$ full($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ pure($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immutable($x; o; k$) $\iff$ pure($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ immutable($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unique($x; o; k$) $\iff$ share($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ share($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immutable($x; o; k$) $\iff$ immutable($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ immutable($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share($x; o; k$) $\iff$ share($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ pure($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share($x; o; k$) $\iff$ share($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ share($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full($x; o; k$) $\iff$ full($x_1; o; k_1$) $\otimes$ pure($x_2; o; k_2$)</td>
<td>Rule X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, let $x$ represent current reference, $o$ represent the referenced
object and $k$ represent the fraction of permission assigned to a particular
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In Table 2, let $x$ represent current reference, $o$ represent the referenced
object and $k$ represent the fraction of permission assigned to a particular
reference, where at least one of $x_1$ and $x_2$ is $x$, and $k_1 + k_2 = k$. The operator multiplicative conjunction ($A \otimes B$) denotes simultaneous occurrence of permissions by multiple references, say $x_1$, $x_2$, on the same referenced object $o$. The symbol $\Leftrightarrow$ represents the two way operation of splitting and joining permissions. For example, a unique access permission (Rule-I) having $k$ fractions can be divided into $k_1$ fraction of full and $k_2$ fraction of pure permission and then joined back accordingly. Likewise, a unique access permission (Rule VI) can be split into two share permissions but cannot be split into a share and immutable permission as immutable cannot co-exist with the share permission. Linearity of resources forces the unique permission to be replaced by two share permissions which can be further split according to splitting rules and then joined back.

4. Permission-based Verification of API Protocols

This section introduces the first dimension of the state of the art permission-based verification approaches in detail. The focus is on the verification of API protocols for single- and multi-threaded programs. Table 3 provides a summary of the permission-based protocol verification approaches studied in this research.

Table 3: Access permission-based protocol verification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Prog</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Analy</th>
<th>Perm-Perm</th>
<th>Perm-Infer</th>
<th>Anno</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bierhoff and Aldrich (2007)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Plural (NSL)</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>(St,D)</td>
<td>Sym (U,S,F,P,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VoUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckman et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Plural (NSL)</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Sym (U,S,F,P,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VoUP, RCwAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckman (2009)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Plural (NSL)</td>
<td>Sync-or-Swim</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Sym (U,I,S,F,P)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VoUP, RCwSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militao et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Seq &amp; Con</td>
<td>Plaid (NSL)</td>
<td>Plaid</td>
<td>(St, D)</td>
<td>Sym (U,S,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>RCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bierhoff (2011)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Java-like (NSL)</td>
<td>JavaSyp</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Sym (U,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>CME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldrich et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Plaid (NSL)</td>
<td>Plaid</td>
<td>(St, D)</td>
<td>Sym (U,S,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VoUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naden et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Seq &amp; Con</td>
<td>Plaid (NSL)</td>
<td>Plaid</td>
<td>(St,D)</td>
<td>Sym (U,S,I)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>RCs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keys to the table: Seq = sequential, Con = concurrent, St = static, D = dynamic, Sym = symbolic, Fract = fractional, U = unique, I = immutable, S = share, F = full, P = pure, NSL = new specification language, RCs = race conditions, VoUP = verification of usage protocols, RCwAB = race conditions with atomic blocks, RCwSB = race conditions with synchronized blocks, CME = concurrent modification exceptions, Z set of Integers, R set of Real numbers, N set of positive Integers.
4.1. Verification of API protocols in Single-threaded Programs

In object-oriented programs, objects define usage protocols. Usage protocols are constraints on the order of method invocations that the client of the protocol must follow for the underlying objects to work properly. Type-states have been used to specify usage protocols in many formal approaches where state information is associated with a variable of a given type, which is subsequently tracked to decide the valid operation sequence to be called on an instance of that type. It is generally acknowledged that statically tracking object’s state is a challenging task in the presence of unrestricted aliasing. This can be attributed to the improper and unexpected state transition during program execution, and that can happen in situations such as a) when a method uses a data structure having aliases deeply nested in the hierarchy and causes side effects, or b) when aliased parameters are passed to a method expecting non-aliased parameters. Access permissions have been used, as part of formal specifications, to specify the intended design and to verify the correctness of usage protocols in API protocols in many formal approaches such as Plural (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007, 2008; Bierhoff and Kevin, 2009; Bierhoff et al., 2009b), JavaSyp (Bierhoff, 2011) and Plaid (Aldrich et al., 2011, 2012) and other related techniques.

Typestate Verification using Linear Logic

Bierhoff and Kevin (2009) presented a formal specification language and a type system to soundly and modularly verify API protocols in sequential programs based on access permissions. The aim was twofold, firstly to verify protocol conformance with actual program implementation in the presence of aliasing, and secondly to check whether the client of the program obeys the specified protocol.

With this stream of work, Bierhoff presented a permission-based modular protocol checking approach and a tool Bierhoff and Aldrich (2007) for a Java-like object-oriented language. In this approach, programmers express their design intents, as a valid sequence of events associated with a particular object, and the aliasing information using permission-based typestate contracts, written in Linear logic-based specifications at the method level. The system supports five kinds of symbolic permissions i.e., unique, immutable, full, share and pure. The Linear logic operators are already explained in Section 3.2 except the additive disjunction (⊕) that represents an alternative occurrence of multiple tasks.
Listing 1 shows a sample permission-based typestate contract for a read-only iterator. The aim is to avoid the concurrent modification of Collection object when the iterator is in progress.

Listing 1: Permission-based typestate specifications of a read-only Iterator (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007).

```
interface Iterator<c : Collection, k : Fract> {
    states available, end alive
    boolean hasNext():
        pure (this) ⊸ (result = true ⊗ pure (this) in available)
        ⊕ (result = false ⊗ pure (this) in end)
    Object next(): full (this) in available ⊸ full (this)
    // other methods such as finalize() etc. can be written similarly
    Iterator <this, k> iterator(): immutable (this, k) ⊸ unique (result)}
```

According to the usage protocol, an iterator can be in one of the two states at any moment i.e. available or end. The state alive is a state inherited from the root Object type (Line 2). In Line 11, an iterator object is created with unique permission in Collection class. Importantly, it can be observed that when an iterator is created, it stores a reference to a collection object being iterated in one of its fields. This reference should be associated with the appropriate permission i.e., immutable to guarantee immutability of the Collection object while iteration is in progress.

The pre-condition (pure(this)) in Line 4 specifies that method hasNext() requires pure permission on the referenced object as it just tests or reads iterator’s state. As method next() can change iterator’s state, it needs full (this) (Line 6). The method hasNext() determines whether another object is already present in the Collection object with available state, or if the iteration has reached its end. The post-condition (Line 4 and 5) specifies if the result is true. It is legal to call the next() method on the same object in the available state, Otherwise, it is illegal. The post-conditions of both methods further show that they return the consumed permission back on the referenced object when they exit. The system leverages this information through method implementations to track state transition in the presence of aliasing, to guarantee the absence of concurrent modifications, and to verify whether program implementation follows the design intents.

This approach is realised in Plural (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2008), a permission-based automated protocol checking and conformance tool, implemented as a Java Eclipse plugin. In Plural, a program is specified with permission-based
pre and post-conditions at method (parameter) level using JSR-175 \footnote{https://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=175} annotations to check whether the client of the APIs follows the specified protocol.

**Plural** performs intra-procedural static analysis, called DFA (Diagram Flow Analysis) of the annotated code to identify and track specified pre- and post-permissions across method calls for every program variable (parameter, receiver object, and local variable) and issues warning for protocol violations in the program. As part of the analysis, it implements a **Crystal** analyzer that performs dynamic state tests (branch-sensitive flow analysis) to track and report exceptions to the underlying objects. It further checks the structure of the provided specifications by implementing an **Annotation** analyzer. The **Effect** checker in **Plural** identifies whether a method is immutable or whether it produces side effects. The **Fraction** analyzer tracks the flow of permissions through the system to split and join permissions associated with a referenced object.

Later, [Bierhoff et al. (2009b)](http://beehive.apache.org/) extended the modular protocol checking approach to check the soundness and effectiveness of **Plural** in specifying large case studies for real APIs and large third party open-source code bases. For example, Database Connectivity (JDBC) API in Apache Beehive project\footnote{http://beehive.apache.org/} and PMD, a static code analyzer from DaCapo benchmark\footnote{http://dacapobench.org/} that implements Java iterator API. The objective is to measure the precision in terms of false positives, the computational cost and the annotation overhead associated in manually specifying and verifying these APIs with **Plural** annotations.

The approach follows the Design by Contract Principle to explicitly specify state invariants at the method level. State invariants are permission-based typestate assertions with a valid typestate that should hold when an object is in a specific state. The approach uses the concepts of ‘capture’ and ‘release’ permissions to avoid inter-object dependencies at the method level. Listing 2 shows a sample code snippet in **Plural** for **Connection** class in Java JDBC API.

**Listing 2:** A Java JDBC connection interface (fragment) with **Plural** specifications \cite{Bierhoff et al. (2009b)}.

```java
@States ("open", "closed")
public interface Connection {
  @Capture (param = "conn")
  @Perm (requires = "share (this, open)", ensures = "unique (result) in open")
```
In Listing 2, @States annotation (Line 1) specifies concurrent typestates for a connection object. The method createStatement() (Line 5) creates statements, in the Connection interface, with unique permission in ‘open’ state. When the connection object is closed it invalidates all the statements created with it, leading to runtime errors if a programmer uses invalidated statements. To avoid this error, the approach captures the dependent conn object, using @Capture annotation in Line 3. The annotation @Perm in Line 4 with requires, clause specifies share permission on the captured object as pre-permission with open state guaranteed, and the ensures clause specifies that the method returns a new statement object in open state with unique permission on it.

The permissions on the conn object are explicitly released (using @Release) when the statement object is no longer in use or when the connection object is in closed state. The method close() closes the conn object by calling method isClosed(), (not included in the sample program due to brevity), that ensures the current state of the connection object to be closed (using annotation @TrueIndicates (“closed”)). The ensures clause in Line 6 specifies that method returns Full permission back to the connection object in the closed state. The analysis tracks these specifications in the system to verify protocol compliance with program implementation and to verify correct usage of the protocol by the client program.

Table 4: Annotation overhead for sample APIs verified in (Bierhoff and Kevin, 2009; Bierhoff et al., 2009b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>#Annot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JDBC</td>
<td>9,866</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beehive</td>
<td>2,158</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>39,400</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As discussed previously in Section 2, Plaid (Aldrich et al., 2011, 2012) is a new typestate-oriented programming language that verifies the correctness of programs based on access permissions.

Every type in Plaid is represented as tuples having a type structure and associated permissions that express the aliasing and the mutability of the corresponding object’s typestate. Plaid borrows its grammar and lexical structure from the Java Specification Language (JSL) and provides interoperability with Java programs. Classes in Plaid are represented using the keyword `state` and transitions between states are represented by the state transition symbol ‘≫’ that distinguishes pre-state from post-state. Plaid supports three types of symbolic access permissions i.e., unique, immutable and share in the specifications. The keyword 'none' is used when no permissions are required to access an object.

Listing 3 shows an annotated code fragment for a buffer implementation in Plaid. A buffer can be in one of the two states i.e. EmptyBuffer and FullBuffer (Line 1). The method `put()` is associated with an empty buffer. The signature of the method `put()` (Line 4) specifies that the state of the receiver object should change from EmptyBuffer to FullBuffer when the buffer receives some element. The state FullBuffer requires a field element `elem` that is passed as method parameter `e`. The permission-based contract (Line 4) specifies that the passed element has unique permission in the `Element` state and the method does not return any permission (none) to the caller of the method. This is because a field reference with exclusive rights (unique) has been created for that element in FullBuffer state. Otherwise returning permission back to a caller would cause a violation of the uniqueness property. Likewise, the FullBuffer state has a single operation `get()` (not included here due to brevity), that returns the current state of the object in reference `elem` and ensures that the receiver object will go back to an EmptyBuffer state.

Listing 3: A buffer implementation (fragment) in Plaid (Aldrich et al., 2011).

```plaintext
1 state Buffer comprises EmptyBuffer, FullBuffer {}
2 ...
3 state EmptyBuffer caseof Buffer {
4 method void put(unique Element≫ none e) [EmptyBuffer≫ FullBuffer] {
5 this ← FullBuffer {elem = e};}
6 }
```

Plaid runtime leverages permission flow through the system along with asso-
associated typestate information to ensure protocol compliance at runtime. The type system allows permission splitting, joining and type casting automatically (when and where required) using the permission splitting and joining rules given in Table 2.

Table 5: Summary of annotation overhead for sample programs in Plaid (Stork et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>#AnnoLOC</th>
<th>#Annot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>webserver</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>47 (20.7%)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dic/global</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>41 (24.2%)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dic/fine</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>71 (28.3%)</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naden et al. (2012) presented a type system and a flexible permission borrowing mechanism for unique, shared, and immutable permissions without using explicit fractions of permissions. Permission borrowing is an extraction of permission from a source field, temporarily using the borrowed permission, and returning part or all of it to the source field. The aim was to prevent the concurrent modifications of the shared objects based on symbolic permissions.

The type system is based on the Plaid language. Like Plaid, it supports three types of symbolic permissions i.e unique, immutable and share but unlike Plaid, where a field is reassigned with a new value to recover permission on the reference, in the Naden’s type system the caller function itself returns the original permission consumed on the reference.

Unlike other techniques (Boyland, 2003; Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007; Jacobs et al., 2011; Heule et al., 2011) that support permission borrowing, this approach provides a more intuitive and natural abstraction to model and to reason about the permission flow through the system, making permission tracking flexible and much easier for programmers. However, like Plaid, it wants programmers to explicitly specify permissions-based state information as a part of method specifications.

Typestate Verification using JML

Bierhoff (2011) combines symbolic permissions (Bierhoff and Aldrich,
(2007), with JML contracts (Leavens and Cheon, 2006) to reason about aliasing and to detect the absence of Concurrent Modification Exceptions (CMEs) and other recurrent programming errors, such as IndexOutOfBoundsException exceptions in realistic data structures such as Java ArrayList.

Although JML specifications have been used, in many formal approaches (Rodríguez et al., 2005; Araujo et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009; Cok, 2011), to verify functional correctness and domain specific properties of sequential and concurrent programs, the support for concurrency and aliasing is rather limited. On the contrary, access permissions provide flexible aliasing control mechanism to track all the references of a particular object and update state changes to all such references. The presented approach defines permission-based class invariants as JML contracts.

The technique implements a permission tracking algorithm as a prototype tool called JavaSyp
  \footnote{http://code.google.com/p/syper.} (Symbolic Permissions for efficient static program verification). In JavaSyp, permission-based invariants are specified using Java annotations and tracked as part of the type checking procedure, to ensure that the specified invariants hold as long as a the client has permission to the referenced object and to control aliasing. In this approach, permission tracking is straightforward as tracking symbolic values is much easier than tracking fractional permissions. However, it only supports two kinds of permissions, i.e., unique and immutable using annotations @Excl and @Imm respectively with the referenced object.

Listing 4 shows an annotated version of conventional Java ArrayList object \texttt{a} declared with unique permission in Line 2. The list object maintains a list of elements in the order placed originally. The method \texttt{getElem()} method returns the element on the given location (index) with immutable permission on it (Line 6). The invariants (Line 4) for method \texttt{getElem()} specifies that object \texttt{a} should be a non-null reference having at least one element in it and the total number of elements in \texttt{a} should not exceed the declared size. The annotation @requires in Line 5 specifies a pre-condition for method \texttt{getElem()} that, before calling this method, the index parameter must be between 0 and size-1. JavaSyp performs static analysis of the annotated code to generate verification conditions (VCs) based on the specifications. The program is then verified against inferred conditions using the SMT solver (C. Barrett A. Stump and Tinelli 2010).
Listing 4: A Java array list (fragment) with permission-based JML contract in JavaSyp [Bierhoff, 2011].

```java
1 public class ArrayList<T> {
2     @Excl private T[] a;
3     private int size;
4     // @invariant 0 <= size & a != null & size <= a.length;
5     // @requires 0 <= index & index < size;
6     @Imm public T getElem(int index) {
7         imm: return a[index];}
8 }
```

4.2. Verification of API Protocols in Multi-threaded Programs

Beckman (2010) extended the Bierhoff’s modular automatic protocol checking approach to verify “if the object protocols work correctly even in the presence of concurrent modifications by multiple threads”. In this stream of work, this section discusses the use of permission-based specifications to verify usage protocols in concurrent programs (Beckman et al., 2008; Beckman, 2009; Militao et al., 2010) using different mechanisms.

Typestate Verification with Atomic blocks

Beckman et al. (2008) extended the permission-based modular protocol checking approach (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007) to verify the correctness of usage protocols for a set of concurrent programs such as JChannel and Reservation Manager that use atomic blocks as synchronization primitives. The objective was to enforce the correct use of typestates at runtime and to verify API protocol compliance with its specifications. The approach uses five kinds of symbolic permissions to identify aliasing and to approximate whether a referenced object can be thread-shared or not.

Listing 5 shows a sample method isConnected() in a Connection class with permission-based typestate specifications.

```
5

Listing 5: Permission-based typestate specifications for method isConnected() in a Connection class (Beckman et al., 2008).

```
The pre-condition “share(this, ?)” in Line 2 asserts that the method needs share permission on the receiver object, which needs to be in the unknown (?) state. Likewise, the post-condition in Line 3 specifies that if the method returns true, the receiver object should get the original permission back while in the CONNECTED state. Otherwise, it would get the same permission back but in the IDLE state in Line 4. Exclusive access to full, share and pure references are maintained using atomic blocks in Line 5.

The approach is realised as part of the Plural tool. The analysis identifies the abstract state of a referenced object before calling a method, and discovers the way it would be shared with other objects. If the permission on a particular reference (thread) indicates that the referenced object can be accessed simultaneously by other references (threads), as is the case with full, share and pure permissions, it assumes that the object is thread-shared.

The approach discards state information of the local variables having pure and share permissions as the objects with these permissions can be modified by other threads and it is difficult to track them statically through atomic blocks. The limitation of this work is the use of atomic blocks as mutual exclusion primitives. Atomic blocks are generally associated with transactional memory systems and have limited usage in today’s applications. The current analysis generates false positives for programs having synchronization primitives other than atomic blocks.

**Typestate Verification with Synchronized blocks**

Beckman (2009) extended the previous type system to perform typestate verification of concurrent programs having synchronized blocks as mutual exclusion primitives.

In this approach, every program reference is associated with a permission kind (having a permission type and an abstract state that is part of the reference type). Like Beckman et al. (2008), the system distinguishes between thread-local and thread-shared objects based on permission contracts. The approach is implemented in a tool called Sync-or-Swim for Java that performs static analysis of the program (within a method). It identifies the references on which the current thread is known to have synchronized and tracks the permissions associated with references as they flow with method’s pre- and post-conditions, to ensure that an object can be modified concurrently. The analysis discards state information for thread-shared (modified by other references) objects unless it is statically known that the same references have previously been synchronized.
Unlike other behavioral checkers for concurrent programs (Jacobs et al., 2005) that require lock-based specifications to identify the part of heap to be protected, the proposed approach can verify program behavior without requiring lock-based specifications. Like other single-threaded typestate verification approaches, it only requires aliasing (permission) and typestate information to verify the correctness of concurrent programs.

Table 6: Annotation overhead for sample programs verified in (Beckman, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>APIs</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>#Annot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JabRef</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4,072</td>
<td>74,217</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSpider</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>8,955</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 summarizes the number and type of specifications that were required to be written in JabRef in order to check each API. These annotations are broken down into three categories. Invariant annotations are used to specify state invariants. Method annotations are used to specify pre- and post-conditions, and Poly. annotations are used by our polymorphic extension. They are used to instantiate a polymorphic API with a specific permission. Table 6.2 also summarizes the amount of time taken to specify and verify the code under the column heading, Spec. Time. In this column, h signifies hours and m, minutes. But verifying these calls required 243 annotations, one quarter of which were state invariant annotations. In our case much of the frustration could have been alleviated with good default permissions, a topic we will discuss further in Section 6.4. All in all, 357 annotations were required to verify seven APIs used in a program of 74,217 lines, giving a specification density of 1 annotation per 207 lines of code.

Typestate Verification with Views

Militao et al. (2010) expands on Bierhoff’s permission type system for Plural (Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007), by going beyond the five traditional types of permissions. The approach introduces a new abstraction called View that is a projection of an object with a small set of access permissions associated with individual components (fields and/or methods) of an object.

The type system combines view-based controlled aliasing with typestates and Boyland’s fractional permissions to manage safe initialization of differ-
ent sections of an object reference, to track state information and to ensure safe access of the referenced objects in a unique-writer and multiple-readers scenario. An immutable view can be shared with an inbound number of copies and a write request merges all the readers back to a single writer using fractional permissions. However, it does not support aliasing of the form where an object can be shared between multiple writers with a state guarantee. In this approach, a view behaves as a state except that it can be split, merged (recombined) using fractional permissions. Therefore, it resembles the permission accounting model (Bornat et al., 2005) where views are treated as accountable parts of a typestate thereby, allowing local reasoning of the shared-memory programs.

The analysis of all the Plural-based verification approaches in Section 4.1 and 4.2 shows that Plural can identify common challenges for specifying and implementing usage protocols in real-world case studies. It helps programmers to statically follow usage protocols without actually executing the program. However, Plural analysis is limited as it cannot identify errors in the specifications and might use non-consistent specifications. Moreover, there is no reachability analysis support in Plural, which means that a programmer may write inconsistent specifications at the method level and consequently, methods with these specifications will never be called by any client code, resulting in unreachable code.

Complementing the Plural tool, research (Siminiceanu et al., 2012), has been done to verify the correctness of manually added Plural specifications as well as verifying the program behavior. Further, it provides limited support to the verification of typestate invariants. It can only check invariants on boolean properties, e.g. checking for non-nullness. However, it cannot verify invariants that involve arithmetic predicates, e.g. $x > 0$ (where x is an integer field). Moreover, it requires programmers to explicitly specify the design intents of the API protocols as permission-based typestate specifications in the program which results in annotation overhead for the programmers.

In the same fashion, Plaid and related approaches forces a client program to follow the desired sequence of method calls to verify the correctness of typestate-based programs, but at the cost of adding permission-based annotations as a part of type declarations at the code level. Moreover, Plaid does not support full and pure permission as for its analysis. In Plaid, permission-based typestate specifications are added as a part of the program to verify proper state transition between multiple objects during execution.
of a method.

5. Verification of Race conditions and Deadlocks in Multi-threaded Programs

In imperative and object-oriented programming languages, the biggest challenge has been the correctness of concurrent multi-threaded programs in the presence of aliasing and to avoid domain specific problems such as deadlocks and race conditions. Access permissions have been used to characterize the way a shared resource can be accessed by multiple threads and to handle aliasing in many verification approaches. The general idea is to assign permission to program references to access memory locations and track the permission flow through the system to enforce mutual exclusion mechanisms in shared-memory concurrent programs.

This section discusses the second dimension of the survey i.e., the use of permission-based specifications for verification of domain specific problems in concurrent programs.

5.1. Permission Sharing and Accounting Models

Permission sharing and accounting models (Boyland, 2003; Bornat et al., 2005; Parkinson and Bierman, 2005; Appel and Blazy, 2007; Hobor et al., 2008; Dockins et al., 2009) facilitate thread-local reasoning for shared-memory concurrent programs and to ensure race-free sharing of heap locations.

As discussed previously in Section 3, the Boyland’s permission sharing model (Boyland, 2003) also called fractional permission, defines shared ownership of resources in a concurrent environment. The sharing policy maps a permission fraction (share) as a rational number \( \mathbb{R} \), in the range \((0, 1]\), to allow read or write operation on a particular memory location. The fractional model has been used to handle problems that follow concurrent divide-and-conquer algorithms where a shared (read) permission can be divided into multiple shared permissions, to an unbounded depth, for any possible pattern of divide-and-conquer.

Although fractional permissions are infinitely splittable, this permission sharing model does not satisfy the disjointness property because rational numbers are not ideal for resource sharing, as shown by Parkinson and Bierman (2005), who proposed a permission sharing model, that allows both read sharing and disjointness of resources, to formalize and verify a subset of single-threaded Java programs with Separation Logic. In this model, resource
invariants are defined using permission-based abstract predicates defined at the Object class level with an empty footprint, (permissions associated with a memory location), that each subclass extends to hold additional fields.

Bornat et al. (2005) proposed a permission accounting model and a lightweight verification approach to handle the accounting problem associated with reader-writer locks in concurrent programs. The approach extends separation relation $\rightarrow$ in classic Separation Logic (Reynolds, 2002) and associates fractional permissions with each heap location to allow read sharing of heap locations. In this approach, each heap location $x$ is treated as a map having addresses $E$ with a permission value $z$, where $z$ represents the level of permission carried by a heap location, as shown in Formula (1).

$$ x \mapsto E \Rightarrow 0 \leq z \leq 1 $$

The idea is to count the number of shared tokens using an integer counter say $s$. It is incremented or decremented when a reader locks (receives a read token) or unlocks (returns the share token) respectively, $s > 0$ means there are outstanding read tokens but $s = 0$ implies the absence of outstanding readers, which means that a writer may acquire, hence ensuring a race-free sharing of heap locations.

Appel and Blazy (2007) presented the operational semantics and developed a Sequential Separation Logic to extend the C Minor language, a mid-level imperative programming language as a machine independent-intermediate language. The approach evaluates expressions as functions in Coq, a formal language that combines mathematical functions, axioms and theorems together with a semi-interactive environment to develop machine-checked proof assistants. The approach provides an end-to-end machine-checked correctness proof of the proposed logic in Coq. Unlike the classical Separation Logic (O’Hearn et al., 2001) where expressions are evaluated independent of heaps, the approach associates each expression evaluation with a footprint. “A footprint is a mapping from memory addresses ($\nu$) to permissions” (Appel and Blazy, 2007).

In the proposed semantics, footprint ($\phi$) is considered as a set of fractional permissions (Bornat et al., 2005) to verify non-interference of load and store operations in memory. A memory store yields result only if reading

\footnote{http://coq.inria.fr}
or writing a chunk of memory type, say \( ch \) at location \( \nu \) is legal according to its footprint. For example, the semantics \( \phi \vdash load_{ch}\nu \) (or \( \phi \vdash store_{ch}\nu \)) depicts that all the addresses from location \( \nu \) to \( \nu +|ch|\)−1 can be read (or write). Loading memory outside the footprint yields exceptions and causes expression evaluation to stop. The disjoint sum of two footprints \( \phi_0 \oplus \phi_1 = \phi \) ensures the exclusive read/write or read-only ownership of the underlying memory.

Hobor et al. (2008) extended the Appel and Blazy’s machine-checked soundness proof and Leroy’s compiler-correctness proof in a concurrent setting, and developed a concurrent C Minor language having shared-memory and first-class locks and thread. He proposed a modular concurrent operation semantics as a generalization of Concurrent Separation Logic (CSL) (O’Hearn, 2007) but it goes beyond CSL as it allows dynamic lock and thread creation.

In the semantics, a world \( w \) corresponds to a footprint \( \phi \) as in the work of Appel and Blazy (Appel and Blazy, 2007). A world specifies permissions for the current thread but this semantic deals with load (store) operations for multiple threads. The need was to evaluate an expression with a guarantee that footprints (\( \phi \)) of different threads are disjoint. For this purpose, the approach defines permission-based lock invariants to grant or restrict ownership for the accessed memory by extending the classic separation relation \( \mapsto \) as follows:

\[
e \mapsto_{\pi} R
\]

(2)

The relation shows an expression \( e \) maps to a memory address with resource invariant \( R \). Every expression acquires a lock before its evaluation. Each lock is associated with a resource invariant \( R \), where each invariant is supported by a unique set of memory addresses and worlds that inform the lock ownership \( \pi \) acquired or lost by each thread. The approach implements Parkinson’s (Parkinson and Bierman, 2005) permission sharing model to define ownership. A 100% share represents full ownership and a non-empty ownership (\( 0 < \pi < 100\% \)) represents read-only access. Any access without ownership means the program has no semantics and the evaluation stops.

Dockins et al. (2009) proposed a tree share permission accounting model that is more powerful than Bornat’s token accounting model. It rectifies the problems with Parkinson’s permission model. Tree share is a boolean-labelled binary tree that supports both splitting and token accounting for the
shared reading of resources in concurrent settings. Although Boyland’s fractional share model is infinitely splittable, it does not satisfy the disjointness property and may pose read/write and write/write race conditions. Similarly, in Bornat’s token accounting model, a central authority lends out the total permission into shares in the form of permission tokens when and where required. It counts the outstanding tokens to verify permission accounting. These models satisfy positivity of resources but not the disjointedness.

Unlike previous share accounting models, Dockins et al. (2009) defines heaps as partial functions from memory locations \( L \) to values \( V \) with pairs of non-unit shares \( S \). The token factories are represented using non-negative integers and the tokens themselves are represented using negative integers. When a token is pushed back into the factory, the integers are added. The token factory’s share becomes zero when it gets all its tokens back. The extended points-to operator relation is given below:

\[
 l \overset{s,n}{\rightarrow} v 
\]  

(3)

The relation specifies that memory location \( l \) contains a value \( v \) with a non-unit share \( s \) that is indexed by an integer \( n \). If \( n \) is zero, the share \( s \) is full. If \( n \) is positive, it means that \( n \) tokens are missing over \( s \) in the token factory, and the negative value for \( n \) depicts that token factory has \( size - n \) shares. The extended model supports and satisfies all the required properties such as disjointedness, cross, and infinite splitting in permission sharing models.

### 5.2. Permission-based Verification Techniques and Tools

This section describes and discusses the permission-based verification approaches and tools such as Fluid (Zhao, 2007), Chalice (Leino et al., 2009; Leino and Müller, 2009), Verifast (Jacobs et al., 2010, 2011), Pulse (Siminiceanu et al., 2012; Catano et al., 2014; Ahmed and Catano, 2018), Heap-Hop (Villard et al., 2010), HIP/SLEEK (Hобор and Gherghina, 2012; Jacobs and Piessens, 2011), HJp (Westbrook et al., 2012), Vercors (Amighi et al., 2012, 2014; Huisman and Mostowski, 2015; Amighi et al., 2015), and Viper (Juhasz et al., 2014, Müller et al., 2017) that have been developed to resolve concurrency problems in concurrent programs.

Table 7 provides a summary of the existing permission-based verifications tools and related approaches to verify common concurrency problems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Proc</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Analy</th>
<th>Perm-Kind</th>
<th>Specs</th>
<th>Perm-INFer</th>
<th>Anno Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyland (2003)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>$[0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bornat et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>$[0, 1] \cap \mathbb{Z}$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson and Bierman (2005)</td>
<td>seq</td>
<td>Java-like (NSL)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>total read*</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appel and Blazy (2007)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>Coq</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>$[0, 1] \cap \mathbb{N}$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao (2007)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>read write*</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>CMinor (PSAM)</td>
<td>Coq</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>$[0, 100%]$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>CMinor</td>
<td>Coq</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>$(s, n), n \in \mathbb{Z}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leino and Müller (2009)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>full some no</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leino et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>$\text{acc}(x), \text{rd}(x)$</td>
<td>access pure</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villard et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>NSL</td>
<td>Heap-Hop</td>
<td>SFEA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x \mapsto C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs et al. (2010, 2011)</td>
<td>Seq&amp;Con</td>
<td>C and Java (NSL)</td>
<td>VeriFast</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>read write*</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs and Piessens (2011)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>NSL</td>
<td>VeriFast</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>$[0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobor and Gherghina (2012)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>NSL</td>
<td>HIP/SLEEPER</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>$(0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbrook et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>HJ</td>
<td>HJp</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Shared read (ωR) private write (ωW)</td>
<td>$\omega \in {0, 1, \epsilon}$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siminiceanu et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Seq&amp;Con</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>Sym</td>
<td>RGA</td>
<td>CF</td>
<td>$(U, I, S, F, P)$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataño et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>OpenCL</td>
<td>VerCors</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Perm$(x, \pi)$</td>
<td>$\pi \in {\text{rd}, \text{rw}}$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blom et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>VerCors</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Perm$(x, \pi)$</td>
<td>$\pi \in {0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amighi et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>VerCors</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Perm$(x, \pi)$</td>
<td>$\pi \in {0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huisman and Mostowski (2015)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Java (PSM)</td>
<td>KeY and PV</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>readPerm$(x, Perm)$ writePerm$(x, Perm)$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amighi et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Java, Chalice, OpenCL, Scala</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>$(0, 1] \cap \mathbb{R}$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Müller et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>Viper</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>$\text{acc}(x)$</td>
<td>$\text{acc}(x, \text{rd})$</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Keys to the table:** Seq = sequential, Con = concurrent, St = static, D = dynamic, Sym = symbolic, Fract = fractional, U = unique, I = immutable, S = share, F = full, P = pure, $\mathbb{Z}$ = set of Integers, $\mathbb{R}$ = set of Real numbers, $\mathbb{N}$ = set of positive Integers, NSL = new specification language, PSM = permission-based verification of race conditions and deadlocks.
sion sharing model, PSAM = permission sharing and accounting model, RCs = race conditions, DLcks = deadlocks, VoNullP = verification of null pointers, VoUP = verification of usage protocols, VoAPs = verification of access permission-based specifications, VoJMLC = verification of JML contracts, AROfrac = Avoiding reasoning overhead associated with fractional permissions, FCoJP = functional correctness of Java programs, VoGPGPU = verification of GPGPU programs, FGSM = fine-grained synchronization mechanism, AIOBEx. = ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExceptions, MLeaks = memory leaks, MCCP = machine-checked correctness proofs, VoADT = verification of abstract data types, heap location, rd read access, C = session type contract, α a permission slice. * permissions are read and write accesses, † implemented in the Fluid project, ‡ shows accessibility predicates.

Fluid

Zhao (2007) developed a permission-based language and a type system to enforce fixed locking order mechanism in Java-style multi-threaded programs having unstructured parallelism and synchronization.

The technique was realised as a prototype tool in the Fluid project (Greenhouse and Scherlis, 2002; Greenhouse, 2003). In their approach, a program is explicitly annotated with a method’s effects and lock invariants. The method’s effect specifies the read or write operation on the current object this or any of its field e.g., the annotations reads(this.x) and writes(this.x) in Listing 6 in Line 2 and 4. The lock invariant specifies the synchronized access of a referenced object, inside the method body, using the requires (this) clause in Line 7, that a method call for deposit() should be inside a synchronized block to acquire a lock on the receiver object this.

Listing 6: Code segments showing read, write and lock usage annotations in Fluid.

```java
class Account {
  read (this.x)
  void getBalance(){ x; }
  writes (this.x)
  void setBalance (int newX ) { x = newX ; }
  void deposit(int x){
    requires (this) { balance = balance + x; }
  }
```

The system then translates high level access annotations into low-level (fractional) permissions to distinguish the read and write effects of a method on the referenced objects. The system assigns unique permission with a referenced object if it is being written in the method body and a value less than 1 is assigned for read operation. The type system uses this information to ensure that a given expression can be executed with assigned permissions
but it does not verify program behavior based on input specifications.

Further, Zhao et al. (2008) proposed a synchronization policy to avoid the
unnecessary synchronization effects in the previous approach. The system
uses “permission nesting” to interpret the safe and correct usage of lock-
based specifications associated with a field.

Chalice

Leino and Müller (2009) presented a permission-based verification method
to prevent problems such as deadlocks and race conditions, that arise due
to dynamic locking orders in multi-threaded programs. The approach en-
sures concurrent sharing and un-sharing of objects among multiple threads
based on Boyland’s fractional permissions (Boyland 2003). The system uses
permission percentages (between 0 and 100) instead of permission fractions.
A permission percentages is a fractional permission with a definite size that
splits a field permission among several monitors or threads. A thread can
access a shared object, (heap location), if it has permission to do so. The ap-
proach defines three types of permissions based on their percentages: ‘Full’,
‘Some’ and ‘No’.

The technique was realized in Chalice (Leino et al., 2009), a concurrent
program verifier that supports programs with fork/join parallelism, monitors
invariants and automatically verifies the absence of deadlocks and data races.
In Chalice, programmers annotate programs with permission-based contracts
using access predicates for each heap location. The annotation  acc(o.f) repre-
sents ‘Full’ permission (100%) on a field of object o that shows that a thread
has exclusive access on o.f. A fractional permission having n percentage of
the actual permission is represented as  acc(o.f, n). A non-zero (‘Some’)
permission depicts read-only access to location o.f, denoted as  rd(o.f).

Listing 7 shows a sample method specifications in Chalice. The pre-
condition of the method Clone() in Line 4 specifies that the caller of the
method must possess non-zero (read) permission on location this.val be-
fore calling this method. Following the Design by Contract Principle, the
post-condition in Line 5 specifies that the callee should generate Full per-
mission on result.val field and return the input (read) permission to lo-
cation this.val. Otherwise, the system will not be able to recover Full
permission on it and in turn the location would remain immutable forever.

Listing 7: A sample program with accessibility predicates in Chalice (Leino and Müller
2009).

```java
class Cell {
```
```java
int val;

Cell Clone()
requires rd(this.val);
ensures acc(result.val) \&\& rd(this.val);{
Cell tmp := new Cell;
tmp.val := this.val;
return tmp;
}
```

The annotated program is analyzed to verify whether the code respects the permission contract for every thread schedule, as permissions flow between threads and monitors or between multiple threads. The analysis verifies that the sum of permissions for all threads remains less than or equal to 100% to ensure thread non-interference.

VeriFast

Jacobs et al. (2010, 2011) developed a sound, modular automatic program verification tool VeriFast to verify single- and multi-threaded programs written in C and Java. To enable verification, the programmer defines lemma functions in the program. Lemma functions are like ordinary C functions, except that lemma functions and calls of lemma functions are written within annotations. In VeriFast, lemma functions are interactively specified in the program following the Separation Logic style of specifications. They serve as proofs to ensure that a method terminates without producing any side effects in the system.

The approach simulates shared variables as heap locations and associates a permission coefficient using Boyland’s fractional permission to each heap location to represent its access rights. The coefficient lies within (0, 1] where 1 represents exclusive rights to manipulate a particular heap location and any value smaller than 1 represents a shared (read) access by multiple threads. The analysis works in a way that each method is symbolically executed based on other methods’ contracts to verify its calls. The logic-based specifications are tracked through the system to detect exceptions such as NullPointerException and ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException exceptions in the program, and to verify the domain specific problems in a program such as race conditions. The system does not support permissions for the program’s local variables.

Heap-Hop

Villard et al. (2010) developed a program prover Heap-Hop\[1\] based on

\[1\]http://www.lsv.fr/Software/heap-hop/
Table 8: Summary of annotation overhead for sample programs in VeriFast (Jacobs et al., 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>#AnnoLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chat server</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linked list and iterator</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>composite</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaCard applet</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GameServer</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hoare’s monitors and copyless message-passing mechanism (Villard et al., 2009), an alternative to lock-based parallelism where only pointers to a message content in memory are transferred. The objective was to verify deadlocks, data races and to ensure the absence of memory leaks in heap manipulating concurrent programs, particularly those that involve communication protocols with list and tree structures. The approach uses channels as synchronization mechanisms where each channel consists of two endpoints, say $e$ and $f$, dynamically allocated on the heap.

Heap-Hop requires programmers to specify pre- and post-conditions, as ownership information for the heap locations, and loop invariants defined as Separation Logic (Reynolds, 2002) formulae. The communications between endpoints are governed using a contract $C$, a form of session types (Takeuchi et al., 1994), which specifies a valid sequence of message $m$ passing on a channel. In Heap-Hop, ownership of cell to a heap location is represented using the notation $x \mapsto$ and the point-to relation $e \mapsto C\{a\}$ specifies a contract $C$ in the state $a$ with respect to a particular endpoint $e$.

Listing 8: A sample method with permission-based contracts in Heap-Hop

```
1 contract C {// session type contract
2  initial state a { ![m] b; ![m] c; }
3  state b {}  
4  final state c {}  
5 }
6 foo() { (e,f) = open(C); send(m,e); receive(m,f); close(e,f); }
```
The approach generates verification conditions based on the input specifications. It performs symbolic (forward) execution analysis of the generated conditions to determine what input (conditions) will cause each part of a program to execute and verifies the intended behavior of a program. The approach ensures that message sending never fails, and message reception should be blocked until the right message is received.

**HIP/SLEEK**

[Hobor and Gherghina (2012)](ref) developed a Hoare-style concurrent Separation Logic that verifies Pthreads-style synchronization mechanism called barriers. Pthreads (POSIX Threads) is an API for threaded programming that manages various procedure calls for thread creation, destruction and synchronization ([Butenhof, 1997](ref)). A common use of barrier calls is to manage a pool of threads in a pipeline. In Pthreads, barriers are used to redistribute ownership (as read and write access) of resources (memory cells) simultaneously between multiple threads. At barrier calls, every thread gives up its write access to the portion of memory allocated to it, and gets back the read-only access to the entire memory.

The approach extends the concept of permission shares in DSA ([Dockins et al., 2009](ref)) and assigns positive share to each thread to access a particular location. A full share is required to modify a particular location. A full share can be split into multiple partial shares that are merged back to get back the full share. The idea is to ensure that if a thread has a partial share for a particular location, no other thread has full share (permission) for that location.

Unlike previous Concurrent Separation Logics ([OHearn, 2007](ref) [Hobor et al., 2008](ref)) that focuses on programs with critical sections, locks, and channels respectively, the approach uses barriers to model resource redistribution, and verifies if barriers are accessed safely in a concurrent environment. The idea is to associate some positive (fractional) share of the barrier itself as a precondition and to ensure that the sum of all preconditions entails full share of the barrier.

For example, the assertion \( \text{barrier}(bn, \pi, cs) \) defines a pre-condition that specifies a barrier \( bn \) with a positive share \( \pi \) having a state \( cs \) that holds before entering a barrier. The state of barrier changes as threads are released from the barrier, and the next stage will follow based on the post-condition \( \text{barrier}(bn, \pi, ns) \), when the state transitions to a new state \( ns \). A full permission ensures that no thread has a 'stale' view of the barrier state.
to ensure thread non-interference. The approach extends HIP/SLEEK tool set (Gherghina et al., 2011; Nguyen and Chin, 2008) to verify concurrent programs with barrier calls. SLEEK is based on Separation Logic and HIP applies Hoare’s rules to program verification.

Later, Jacobs and Piessens (2011) in his work on fine-grained concurrency verified some of the program examples using the VeriFast tool. The sample programs were taken from the HIP/SLEEK project and experiments were performed by implementing the barrier calls as locks. The experiments revealed that VeriFast poses more annotation overhead compared to HIP/SLEEK tool. For example, authors reported that in the HIP/SLEEK project, programmers need to add approximately 30 lines of annotation for a program with 30 lines of source code where as in VeriFast, more than 600 annotated lines were required, as user input, to verify the same program.

**Pulse**

**Pulse** (Siminiceanu et al., 2012) is an automatic formal verification approach and a tool that verifies the correctness of **Plural** (permission-based typestate contracts) specification itself, rather than the program implementation and its behavior. The goal was to write semantically correct specifications to verify program behavior based on these specifications. Like **Plural**, **Pulse** follows the Design by Contract Principle to specify permission-based contracts at method level. It supports five kinds of symbolic permissions: unique, full, share, pure and immutable in method specifications.

In **Pulse**, programmers specify design intents as permission-based typestate invariants and lock-based specifications at the code level to avoid deadlocks and data races. State invariants are used to enforce the properties that should hold during program execution and to handle the design level inconsistencies in a program such as Null pointer references.

In an extended work, Cataño et al. (2014) evaluated the efficacy and expressiveness of **Plural** specifications on a multi-threaded application called Multi-threaded Task Server (MTTS), to evaluate its design and verify its behavior using **Pulse**.

Listing 9 shows lock-based typestate contracts in MTTS using **Plural** specifications.

```
Listing 9: Lock-based typestate contracts using access permissions in MTTS (Cataño et al., 2014).

1 @Perm(requires="Full(this) in NotAcq", ensures="Full(this) in Acq")
2 public abstract void acquire() { }
```
Pulse defines lock-based specifications to ensure mutual exclusion to a critical section. The annotations ‘Acq’ and ‘NotAcq’ are used to represent the state of a lock i.e., to be acquired or not-acquired respectively. The locks are acquired using method `acquire()` in Line 2 and released using method `release()` in Line 3. The permission contract in Line 1, dictates that the `acquire()` method needs `Full` permissions, as pre-permission on the mutex (lock) object while acquiring a lock, and transitions it from ‘NotAcq’ into ‘Acq’ typestate. Similarly, the specification in Line 3 shows that the `release()` method, before releasing the lock, needs `Full` permissions on the lock object that is in ‘Acq’ state and transitions it from ‘Acq’ into ‘NotAcq’ typestate.

The code of the critical section is then enclosed between a call to method `acquire()` and a call to method `release()` to ensure mutual exclusion. The typestate transition in the given specification ensures that non-nested calls to method `acquire()` will always happen after a call to `release()` method. The permission contract ensures that if a thread has acquired a lock, it needs to be released before being used by other threads. However, as discussed previously, Plural does not support the reachability analysis of input specifications and cannot verify the absence of deadlocks caused by the input specifications. Pulse avoids deadlocks by using `try-catch-finally` statement in the code and enclosing call to method `release()` in a `finally` block to ensure that method `release()` is always called regardless of the termination status of the method.

Additionally detects violations of intended semantics using the model checking power of evmdd-smc (Roux and Siminiceanu, 2010) symbolic model checker. It helps programmers write semantically correct specifications and find possible concurrency at the method level, but to exploit the full potential of the Pulse tool, the programmers need to manually add permission-based typestate specifications in the source program, resulting in annotation overhead for the programmers. The authors reported that “it took six months on manually adding the specifications for 49 Java classes with 14,451 lines of source lines of Java code and 546 annotated lines of permission-based specifications in MTTS”. Moreover, in Pulse, the use of model checker can create state-space explosion problems even for a program of average size. Ahmed and Cataño (2018) proposed an automatic translation technique
that encodes JML-encoded Finite State Machine (FSM) specification of a Java program into Plural specifications (permission-based typestate contracts). The encoded specification was fed into Pulse to find problems such as unreachable states, unreachable methods and sink states (deadlocks) in the input specifications, and to reason about the correctness of the underlying program before it is implemented.

HJp

Westbrook et al. (2012) proposed a permission-based type system that supports task parallelism, array parallelism, and object isolation. The system called ‘Habanero Java with permissions (HJp)’ is an extension of their previous work on the Habanero Java (HJ) language. “HJ itself is a task-parallel extension of Java language” (Cav et al. 2011). The main idea of HJp is that each object can be in any of the two permission modes, i.e., shared read or private read-write, at any moment of time. The shared read model specifies that any task (thread) can read from the object but none of them is allowed to write on it and private read-write mode shows that only one task is permitted to read from or write to the object. The system provides a practical solution to prevent data races for non-trivial parallel programs implementing multiple synchronization primitives, and parallel patters instead of just one.

The type system extend Boyland’s fractional permissions with two new permission types: aliased write and storable permission. Unlike previous approaches (Bierhoff and Aldrich 2007) where write (unique) permission is only supported for non-aliased objects at any one time, the aliased write permission supports write operations on aliased objects. In the system, multiple threads can write on multiple objects without actually having unique permissions on them, as long as the permissions are not passed to other threads. The storable permission provides a new and simple way for expressing transitive permission in complex objects such as linked list. Storable permission associates permission to the ‘whole tree of objects’ instead of associating it to a single object. The permissions transitivity between objects is managed by defining exclusive fields, using the exclusive keyword, at the class level. This feature makes the technique different from existing approaches that require more technical machinery, and sound approximations, to manage permission transitivity in complex objects. Further, the language adds keywords such as reading, shared reading, writing and exclusive, to indicate permissions held by the method arguments on entry to and exit
from the method. Similarly, the keywords acquire and release are used to acquire and release aliased-write and storable permissions on the referenced objects or fields.

Table 9: Summary of the annotation overhead for the sample programs in HJp (Westbrook et al., 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC(Methods)</th>
<th>#LOC-MK</th>
<th>#LOC-SP</th>
<th># AnnLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPB.CG</td>
<td>1070 (61)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGF.Series</td>
<td>225 (15)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGF.LUFact</td>
<td>467 (20)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF.SOR</td>
<td>175 (12)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGF.Moldyn</td>
<td>741 (57)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGF.RayTracer</td>
<td>810 (67)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTS.NQueens</td>
<td>95 (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTS.Fibonacci</td>
<td>70 (3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOTS.FFT</td>
<td>4480 (46)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDFS</td>
<td>537 (26)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPJ.BarnesHut</td>
<td>682 (56)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPJ.MonteCarlo</td>
<td>2877 (287)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPJ.IDEA</td>
<td>228 (18)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPJ.CollisonTree</td>
<td>1032 (69)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPJ.K-Means</td>
<td>501 (38)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VerCors

Blom et al. (2014) proposed a simplified version of Kernel Programming Language (Betts et al., 2012) and a permission-based Separation Logic to
reason about the correctness of the GPU kernel written in OpenCL\footnote{Khronos OpenCL Working Group, The OpenCL specification, \url{http://www.khronos.org/openc1/}}. As the GPU kernel extensively uses threads to support parallelism, the objective was to verify the functional correctness of GPU programs and to ensure data race freedom in the underlying architecture.

The work follows an earlier work of Haack and Hurlin\footnote{Haack and Hurlin (2008)} on verification of the multi-threaded programs in which a thread can only access or update a particular memory location if it has permission to read or write. The permission in a program are provided, in the form of barrier specifications, using the read-write (\texttt{rw}) or read-only (\texttt{rd}) annotations. Multiple threads with read permissions can access the same location but only one thread can hold write permission at a time to change its content. The specifications combine first-order logic formulas with permissions-based accessibility predicates and the separating conjunction operator (*). The same idea was applied to delegate permissions across work groups and then to distribute permissions over threads.

The approach was validated using the VerCors project\footnote{https://fmttools.ewi.utwente.nl/redmine//projects/vercors-verifier/wiki/Puptol/} (Amighi et al., 2012). VerCors is a program verifier for concurrent data structures. It supports both OpenCL and Java. The specification language and program logic in VerCors is based on earlier work on permission-based Concurrent Separation Logic\footnote{Khronos OpenCL Working Group, The OpenCL specification, \url{http://www.khronos.org/openc1/}} (Haack et al., 2008) that supports Java. It uses Silicon\footnote{Juhasz et al., 2014} as a back-end verification tool which natively supports an expressive permission model. Moreover, VerCors exploits verification power of Chalice\footnote{Leino et al., 2009} (Leino et al., 2009) and Boogie\footnote{Barnett et al., 2006} (Barnett et al., 2006) as program verifier. It encodes an annotated input program into series of intermediate representations and generates verification problems, understandable by Chalice or Boogie, to be verified by the SMT solvers based on the input specifications.

However, the approach creates annotation overhead for programmers to add permission-based specifications in the program, as authors reported themselves “writing annotations can be very tedious. Not only is it necessary to write the contract for every method, it is also necessary to include many hints to the prover inside the code”.

Further, VerCors in\footnote{https://fmttools.ewi.utwente.nl/redmine//projects/vercors-verifier/wiki/Puptol/} (Amighi et al., 2014) extends JML specifications with
fractional permissions to reason about the functional correctness of Java programs. The approach supports multiple synchronization primitives in a Java program. The permission-based contracts and class invariants are defined in the input program, using conjunction operator $*$ in the Separation Logic, as JML comments. Access permissions are specified using propositional formula of the form $\text{Perm}(e.f, \pi)$ where $\pi$ represents fractional permission in the range $(0, 1]$ assigned to an individual field $f$ of object $e$. The permissions are then transferred between threads at synchronization points and analyzed with the execution of program. Although, VerCors tool can generate many of the specifications itself, the annotation overhead in specifying permission-based contract in the input program is still a concern in this work, also evident from the authors perspective “our specification method in principle is very verbose, specifications at many different levels are required”.

Listing 10 shows a sample Java class point in VerCors with permission-based access predicates. In Line 2, a state predicate $\text{state} (\text{frac} \ p)$ specifies that $p$ permission is required on disjoint locations, $\text{this}.x$ and $\text{this}.y$ in memory. These predicates are then used to specify permission contract for the same locations at the method level. For example, the pre-condition $\text{state}(1)$ of method set() in Line 5 specifies that the method requires full (write) permission on locations $x$ and $y$, and the post-condition ensures $\text{state}(1)$ ensures that the method returns the same permission on the corresponding locations when it exits. The invariant clause, in Line 4 specifies a functional property that both points should be in the first or third quarter of its cartesian space.

Listing 10: A Java class Point example in [Amighi et al., 2014].

```java
public class Point {
    //@ resource state (frac p) = Perm(this.x, p) * Perm(this.y, p);
    private int x, y;
    //@ invariant (x >= 0 && y >= 0) (x <= 0 && y <= 0);
    //@ requires state(1) ; ensures state(1) ;
    public void set(int xv, int yv){ this.x = xv; this.y = yv; }
    //@ given frac p; requires state(p); ensures state(p);
    public void plot(){
    //} 
    public int getQuarter(){
} }
```

The contracts of methods plot() and getQuarter() in Line 8 and Line 10 respectively, specify that both methods require read permission $p$ on locations $x$ and $y$, which means that they can be executed simultaneously by multiple threads without the fear of data races. This is because the the pre-conditions
of both are disjoint with respect to memory. This is not true for the method
`set()` as it requires full permission on the same locations.

Instead of simply defining the amount in fractions of permission transferred, [Huisman and Mostowski (2015)](http://example.com) extended the previous fractional permission model in VerCors by having symbolic expressions which include the kind of `transfer` applied to permission, and the owner of the transferred permission. The approach facilitates high-precision, complex synchronization scenarios in concurrent data structures, and supports permission tracking at a high level of abstraction as compared to the previously mentioned approaches such as Veri-Fast ([Jacobs et al., 2011](http://example.com)) and Chalice ([Leino et al., 2009](http://example.com)).

In this approach, the program is annotated with symbolic (permission) expressions using **JML** annotations in the functional style. The analysis then tracks the owners using permission expressions and checks their permission return paths to reason about their behavior. The system identifies permission owners using object references and manages a list of owners. Whenever permissions are assigned to some owner, it is being added in the list and when an owner returns permissions, it is removed from the list. Each owner is considered as a permission slice. If all slices refer to the same owner, it means that the owner would have full permission. Otherwise, access is partial (read).

Listing 11 shows a sample read and write resource locking mechanism in Java in fractional permissions style. The Line 2 specifies that acquiring a lock `(cl)` transfers full (1) permission for location `o.x` to the locking thread and a read permission (1/2) for location `o.y` to access these locations. When the lock is released, in Line 4, the current thread transfers the same permission back to the lock object.


```java
1 class Client {
2     cl.lock(); // produces Perm(o.x, 1) and Perm(o.y, 1/2)
3     o.x = o.y; // write o.x, read o.y
4     cl.unlock(); // consumes Perm(o.x, 1) and Perm(o.y, 1/2)
5     . . . }
6 class Lock {
7     //@ requires !locked; ensures locked;
8     //@ ensures Perm(o.x,1) == Perm(o.y,1/2);
9     void lock();
10     //@ requires Perm(o.x,1) == Perm(o.y,12);
11     //@ requires locked; ensures !locked;
12     void unlock();
13 }
```
Listing 12 shows a code segment of a simple resource locking mechanism. Before acquiring the lock, permissions for location \(o.x\) and \(o.y\) are mapped to list \(cl\) (Line 2), as both of them belong to \(cl\). In Line 3, acquiring a lock assigns full permission on \(o.x\) to the locking thread represented as \(ct\) while it gets partial permission (one slice only) for location \(o.y\) and the list becomes \([ct, cl]\) in Line 3, which means that lock still owns the remaining 1 slice on \(y\) that can be made available when required. The post-condition of method lock() specifies how permission to object \(o.x\) and \(o.y\) changes when function lock and unlock are called. It shows that the transfer function \(\text{transPerm}()\) in Line 8 forces its owner thread \(ct\) to give up all the rights completely on \(o.x\) while function \(\text{transPermSplit}()\), in Line 9 transfers the old permission in slices to the specified thread \(ct\).

When function unlock() is called, (Line 5) permissions are returned to lock by replacing current thread \(ct\) with \(cl\) permission, on \(o.x\) and \([cl, cl]\) on \(o.y\) that can be merged again into object lock permission \([cl]\). The method unlock is not specified here due to brevity.

This information is then used to manage permissions at synchronization points while threads are being forked or joined and to reason about their behavior.

```
1465 Listing 12: A simple lock specification in (Huisman and Mostowski, 2015).
1466
1 class Client {
1467 // Perm(o.x), Perm(o.y) are [cl]
1468 3 cl.lock(); // Perm(o.x) becomes [ct], Perm(o.y) becomes [ct, cl]
1469 4 o.x = o.y; // [ct] → write access, [ct, cl] → read access
1470 5 cl.unlock(); // Perm(o.x) becomes [cl], Perm(o.y) becomes [cl, cl]
1471 6 . . . }
1472 7 class Lock {
1473 8 //@ ensures Perm(o.x) == transPerm(this, ct, \old(Perm(o.x)));
1474 9 //@ ensures Perm(o.y) == transPermSplit(this, ct, \old(Perm(o.y)));
1475 10 void lock(); . . . }
```

The permission theory was formalized in the KeY tool (Beckert et al., 2007), an interactive verifier for Java, that is based on dynamic logic. The system extends KeY tool with permission accounting to verify program properties that are based on purely first-order reasoning. The general program properties that require structural induction proofs are validated using the PVS tool (Owre et al., 1992), because of its automated deduction and theorem proving capability.

Amighi et al. in (Amighi et al., 2015) proposed a variant of OHearn’s
Concurrent Separation Logic (OHearn, 2007) to perform practical reasoning of Java-like concurrent programs having main concurrency primitives such as dynamic thread creation, thread joining, wait-notify scenarios and lock reentrant mechanism.

The system combines Parkinson’s share model with Boyland’s fractional permissions to support inheritance of resource invariants and class parameters and to avoid data races in realistic applications.

In Parkinson share model, resource invariants are defined using abstract predicates at class `Object` level, with an empty footprint (permissions associated with a memory location) that each subclass extends to hold additional fields. Like Parkinson’s share model, access for a particular heap location is maintained using a resource’s invariant property, where 1 represents full (exclusive) permission to a heap location, and a fractional value in the interval (0, 1) defines the concurrent read access of a particular location. The idea is that a thread having partial permission is not allowed to write on a heap location and the total permission to access a heap location cannot exceed 1.

Like the OHearn’s approach, when a thread acquires a lock, it gets access to part of a heap location specified as a resource’s invariant property. Upon unlocking, it transfers access of the same resource back to lock, to re-establish the resource’s invariant property. The permissions are transferred between threads at the time of thread creation, thread joining and at lock entrances and reentrance points. However, the verification is performed at the cost of manually writing specification as a part of input program that creates annotation overhead for programmers.

\textit{Viper}

Müller et al. (2017) developed a verification infrastructure called Viper. It targets a sequential, object-based intermediate language Silver that encodes a flexible permission model and supports user-defined predicates and functions. The infrastructure includes two back-end verifiers and four front-end tools for Chalice, Java, Scala, and OpenCL that was developed as a part of VerCors project (Blom and Huisman, 2014). A Viper program does not have classes and an object can access every field declared in a program. Moreover, there is no implicit receiver object for methods and functions.

In a Viper program, a programmer defines accessibility predicates (Parkinson and Bierman, 2005), as permission-based pre- and post-conditions and loop invariants for heap structures to verify its behavior. For example, the predicate \texttt{acc(e1.f, e2)} represents the permission defined for the field \texttt{f}
that belongs to a reference \( e_1 \). The optional expression \( e_2 \) represents the amount of permission, that is full (write) permission by default unless otherwise specified explicitly. A method can access a particular heap location if the appropriate permissions are held by that location. The permissions are then transferred between method execution and the loop body to verify program behavior based on the input specifications rather than using its implementation.

Listing 13 shows a sample sorted integer list \( \text{data} \) with access predicates in a Viper program. Line 1 declares an integer list as a data field of sequence data type. The macro \( \text{sorted(s)} \) in Line 2 sorts input list \( s \) in ascending order. The \( \text{insert} \) method adds a new element \( \text{elem} \) in the \( \text{Ref} \) list and returns the index \( \text{idx} \) where the new element was inserted.

Listing 13: A sorted integer list and its specifications in Viper (Müller et al., 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>field ( \text{data} : \text{Seq}[\text{Int}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>define ( \text{sorted(s)} ) forall ( i : \text{Int}, j : \text{Int} :: 0 &lt;= i &amp;&amp; i &lt; j &amp;&amp; j &lt; s ) implies ( s[i] &lt;= s[j] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>method ( \text{insert}(\ this \ : \text{Ref}, \ \text{elem} : \text{Int}) \ returns (\ \text{idx} : \text{Int}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>requires ( \text{acc}(\this.\text{data}) &amp;&amp; \text{sorted}(\this.\text{data}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ensures ( \text{acc}(\this.\text{data}) &amp;&amp; \text{sorted}(\this.\text{data}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ensures ( 0 &lt;= \text{idx} &amp;&amp; \text{idx} &lt;= \text{old}(\this.\text{data}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ensures ( \text{this}.\text{data} == \text{old}(\this.\text{data})[0..\text{idx}] ++ \text{Seq}(\text{elem}) ++ \text{old}(\this.\text{data})[\text{idx}..] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \text{idx} := 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>while(\text{idx} &lt; \this.\text{data} &amp;&amp; \this.\text{data}[\text{idx}] &lt; \text{elem})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>{ \text{idx} := \text{idx} + 1 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pre-condition of method \( \text{insert()} \) in Line 5 specifies that the method requires full permissions on the object list \( \text{this.data} \) and it should be sorted. The post-condition in Line 6 guarantees that when the method exits it returns the sorted list to the caller with the consumed permission. The second post-condition in Line 7 constrains and thus validates the index, while the third post-condition in Line 8 relates the current state of the list with the method’s pre-state, using an \( \text{old} \) expression.

The \( \text{insert()} \) method iterates over \( \text{data} \) list to determine where to insert the new element \( \text{elem} \) in Line 11. The loop invariant (Line 12) specifies that loop body needs a half (read) permission on the list, while the second half permission would be held by method execution to ensure that the loop body does not modify the list. The Viper’s front-end tools then encode the annotated program into an intermediate language acceptable by the by the
back-ends tools, to verify its behavior.

6. Automatic Inference of Access Permissions

Permission-based access notations have been generated as means for program verification in many approaches (Bierhoff et al., 2009a; Leino et al., 2009; Ferrara and Müller, 2012; Le et al., 2012; Heule et al., 2011, 2013; Sadiq et al., 2016; Dohrau et al., 2018). The generated specifications are either in the form of read/write accesses, fractional or symbolic permissions. The overall goal of these approaches was to relieve programmers from specification overhead resulting from manually adding permission-based annotations in a source program for verification purpose. Table 10 shows a summary of the work done to infer permission-based specification in sequential and concurrent programs.

Table 10: Access permission inference for sequential and concurrent programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Prog</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Analy</th>
<th>Perm-Kind</th>
<th>Perm-Specs</th>
<th>Perm-Infer</th>
<th>Anno Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bierhoff et al. (2009a)</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Plural (NSL)</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>(St,D)</td>
<td>Sym</td>
<td>(U,I,S,F,P)</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leino et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>NSL</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>acc(x) rd(x)</td>
<td>access pure</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heule et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chalice</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>acc(x, l)</td>
<td>full read</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heule et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>NSL</td>
<td>VPerm</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>@full[ν] @value[ν]</td>
<td>full zero</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrara and Müller (2012)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Scala</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>acc(x, p)</td>
<td>Frac Count Chalice</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dohrau et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Viper</td>
<td>Scala</td>
<td>St</td>
<td>Frac</td>
<td>[0,1]∩R</td>
<td>read &amp; write</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keys to the table: Seq = sequential, Con = concurrent, St = static, D = dynamic, Sym = symbolic, Frac = fractional, U = unique, I = immutable, S = share, F = full, P = pure, Z = set of Integers, R = set of Real numbers, NSL = new specification language, RCs = race conditions, EIC = Enabling implicit concurrency, DLcks = deadlocks, INullP = identifying null pointers, CRA = code reachability analysis, VoUP = verification of usage protocols, x heap location, ν represents a non-heap location, rd for the read access. ‡ accessibility predicates.

https://github.com/Sip4J/Sip4J
6.1. Inference of Read & Write Accesses

As discussed previously, in Section 5.2, Chalice [Leino et al., 2009] is a verification framework that verifies correctness of multi-threaded programs written in the Chalice language. Chalice uses autoMagic, a command-line option, to infer the read and write accesses for the heap locations specified with accessibility predicates. The inferred notations are in the form of pure and access notations that represent read-only and full permission respectively for the specified heap locations.

Le et al. (2012) proposed a new permission system to avoid data races in multi-threaded applications having fork/join parallelism. The objective was to ensure the absence of data races for program variables that are not actually heap variables but can be accessed by multiple threads.

The scheme infers variable permissions at the method level using procedure specifications. However, in the procedure specification, a programmer explicitly specifies state changes (if any) for the referenced variable accessed by the current thread, using permission-based state invariants without actual variable permission. The generated permissions are in the form of notations such as full or zero where full represents exclusive rights on the referenced variable and zero represents the absence of permission. The proposed technique then tracks permission flow between threads to ensure safe access to the shared variables.

Listing 14 shows an example procedure specification example in a sample fork-join program. The method creator() takes two variables x and y as reference parameters. The requires clause in Line 2 specifies that the method needs full permission on the referenced variables x and y as pre-permissions when the method is called. The ensures clause specifies that the method should generate the same permissions as post-permissions on the same referenced variables when it exits (Line 3). The state changes are represented using prime notation. For example, the specification “y’ = y + 2” in Line 3 specifies state changes for the referenced variable y that should hold after the method completes its execution. These specifications are then tracked in the system to generate actual variable permissions for the referenced variables.

Listing 14: A fork/join program fragment with procedure specifications (Le et al., 2012).

```c
1 int creator (ref int x, ref int y)
2 requires @full [x, y]
3 ensures @full [y] ∧ y’ = y + 2 ∧ res = tid and @full[x] ∧ x’ = x + 1 ∧
   thread = tid; {
4 int tid = fork (inc, x, 1);
5 inc(y, 2);
```
The proposed scheme was realized in a concurrent program verifier called Vperm[^1] that verifies the correctness of concurrent applications written in C/C++ language. The approach does not handle phased access to a shared variable by multiple threads, in which case a translation algorithm is used to simulate the affected variables as pseudo-heap locations.

6.2. Inference of Fractional Permissions

Bierhoff et al. (2009a) proposed a deterministic algorithm to infer permission flow through the program while verifying usage protocols. The objective was to avoid the permission tracking overhead associated with splitting and joining the fractional permission during verification.

The algorithm is implemented in the Plural tool [^2] that performs dataflow analysis of the program with in and out permissions as developer-provided annotations. The system collects linear constraints over fractional variables by tracking the flow of permissions in the program. The analysis then ensures the satisfiability of constraints in a modular fashion. The approach supports polymorphism over fractions that not only facilitates modular reasoning of the program, but also avoids imprecision in loops by allowing permission consumption inside loops. Furthermore, the technique automatically infers loop invariants in a program.

Ferrara and Müller (2012) proposed a permission inference technique to infer fractional and counting permissions for heap locations in a class-based language having threads and monitors. The technique performs static analysis of the source program and inference is based on abstract interpretations [^3], a theory for defining and soundly approximating the semantics of a program. The approach firstly computes symbolic values (approximations) for each heap location using the pre- and post-conditions and lock invariants defined at the method and class level respectively. It then infers constraints over these symbolic values to reflect permission-based intermediate representation for the heap locations. Finally, it generates specifications in the form of fractional (value between 0 and 1) and counting (value between 0 and Integer.MAX_VALUE) permissions for each heap location in the program.

The symbolic permissions ($\overline{AV}$) for each heap location are calculated as “the summation of symbolic values $s_i$ multiplied by integer coefficients $a_i$ (to represent how many times the permission is consumed or returned) and an integer constant $c$” (see Formula 4). The integer constant $c$ represents full permission that is inhaled when an object is created.

$$\overline{AV} = \sum a_i * s_i + c, \text{where $a_i, c \in \mathbb{R}, s_i \in SV$$} \tag{4}$$

For example, the expression $1 * \text{Pre}(C,m,c:f) + 1 * \text{MI}(C,c:f) + 0$ represents symbolic permissions computed for each heap location ($c:f$) in method $m()$ of class $C$ where $\text{Pre}(C,m,c:f)$ represents the symbolic value ($s_i$) assigned to location ($c:f$), as pre-condition before acquiring a lock, and the notation $\text{MI}(C,c:f)$ represents monitor (MI) acquired on location $c:f$. Further, the notation $\text{Post}(C,m,c:f)$ represents a symbolic value assigned to a heap location, as post-condition, to get the original permission back on it when the monitor is released. The technique then infers constraints over these symbolic values to generate actual permissions as fractional permissions.

The inference technique is implemented in **Sample** (Static Analyzer of Multiple Programming Languages) that supports programs written in Scala [Odersky et al., 2004]. Listing 15 shows the OwickiGries [Owicki and Gries, 1976] program fragment as an input program. In the example, all expressions are self explanatory except the old expression $\text{old}(c.c1)$, in Line 4, that allows post-conditions to refer back to the pre-state of a referenced variable and its associated predicates.

**Listing 15: The OwickiGries program (fragment) with method level specifications in Ferrara and Müller [2012]**

```java
1 class W1 {
2    var c : Cell;
3    method Inc () {
4        ensures c.c1 == old(c.c1) + 1{
5            acquire c;
6            c.c1 := c.c1 + 1;
7            release c;
8        }
9    }
```

In method Inc(), between acquire c and release c clauses (Line 5 and 7), the current thread is assigned with a symbolic permission $1 * \text{Pre}(W1, \text{Inc}, \ldots$}

---

5 [http://www.pm.inf.ethz.ch/research/sample.html](http://www.pm.inf.ethz.ch/research/sample.html)
c:c1) + 1 * MI(Cell, c:c1) for location c : c1. When method exits (Line 9), is gets the symbolic permission 1 * Pre(W1, Inc, c:c1) = 1 * Post(W1, Inc, c:c1) as post-condition since the monitor of c is released. Solving constraints over these symbolic values, the system generates full (1) as fractional permission for location c:c1 when method completes its execution and control is passed to Line 8.

The system works very well for Chalice lattice domain. However, the analysis based on fractional permissions is challenging and sometimes, the system converges the generated permissions back to zero to explicitly terminate analysis. Moreover, it provides limited support to infer permission contracts for programs having recursive data structures. The rate of inferring permission contracts for such programs is at minimum 36% and 68% at maximum. Moreover, like Chalice, manually annotating code with pre and post-conditions and monitor invariants creates significant annotation overhead for programmers.

In an extended work of Ferrara and Müller’s permission inference, Dohrau et al. (2018) proposed a static analysis to infer permission-based contracts for array manipulating concurrent programs. The technique is based on Separation and related logics (Reynolds, 2002; Smans et al., 2009). The idea is to explicitly associate a separate (fractional) permission for each array element to specify its accessibility by parts of the program. The value 1 represents full access while rd, a positive fraction of permission, represents the concurrent (read) access to a memory location. The analysis then infers read and write accesses for the specified memory locations to generate permission contracts at the method-level and within loop.

For example, the approach associates each array element say qa[i] with a fraction of permission using a conditional expression of the form qa = array ∧ qi = index ? 1 : 0 that specifies full permission (1) for element array[index] and no permission for all other elements. The permission required for each loop iteration is computed using a maximum expression that calculates the maximum of permission required by each referenced variable changed in a particular loop iteration. The whole (complete) loop execution depends on the maximum of all the fractions over all loop iterations. It is used to infer read and write specifications for all indices of an array, for the whole loop.

However, it is generally acknowledged that tracking concrete fractional values is a cumbersome task for programmers especially when fractions continue to decrease indefinitely for a particular scenario (Heule et al., 2013). Moreover, the use of fractional permissions makes the specifications too low-
level which can be tedious to add manually and harder to reuse and adapt for programmers.

6.3. Inference of Symbolic Permissions

Heule et al. (2011, 2013) proposed a technique to automatically convert fractional permissions into abstract read/write permissions for shared-memory concurrent programs. The objective was to specify concurrent constructs such as fork/join threads, locks/monitors with abstract permissions to avoid the complex reasoning overhead associated with fractional shares.

The abstract read permissions allow programmers to reason at a high-level of abstraction than using the fractional values for reading. The objective was to avoid the complex reasoning overhead associated with handling concrete values in fractional permissions during verification. The proposed methodology is implemented in Chalice. The system generates two kinds of permissions i.e., full and read. Like Chalice, it takes a program annotated with accessibility predicates such as acc(x.f,1) and acc(x.f, rd) at method level. The value 1 is mapped to represent the full (read and write) permission and rd represents the shared read permission (a part of permission that is not full) for the referenced object x.f. Moreover, the system automatically computes read (rd) permission instead of programmers having to compute this value explicitly.

Sadiq et al. (2016, 2019) developed a permission inference framework for sequential Java programs. The aim was to free programmers from specification overhead to manually annotate program with permission-based contracts to help enable implicit concurrency present in the system.

The permission inference approach performs inter-procedural static analysis (data flow and alias flow analysis) of the source code. It automatically extracts the implicit dependencies present between the code (methods) and shared states in the source program and maps them in the form of five types of symbolic permissions such as unique, full, immutable, pure, and share, without using any method level specifications. Further, it automatically generates Plural specifications i.e., access permission contracts, using a single typestate ‘alive’, for the objects accessed at the method level, to verify correctness of the inferred specifications by the existing model-checking tool i.e., Pulse and to reason about their concurrent behavior.

Listing 16 shows sample methods getColl() and initColl() with the inferred access permission contracts in Plural format. The proposed technique generates pure permission as pre-permission (Line 3) on the receiver object.
(this) as method `getColl()` read the referenced field (coll). Further, it generates full permission on `this` in method `initColl()` (Line 5) as method writes on `coll`. Following the Design by Contract Principle, the consumed permission are generated as post-permissions for the referenced objects when a method completes its execution.

Listing 16: The inferred permission contracts in Sip4J [Sadiq et al., 2019]

```java
1 class ArrayColl {
2    Integer[] coll;
3    @Perm(requires="pure(this) in alive", ensures="pure(this) in alive")
4    public static void getColl(){ return this.coll;}
5    @Perm(requires="full(this) in alive", ensures="full(this) in alive")
6    public static void initColl(){
7        for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {this.coll[i] = i*2;}
8    }
```
Table 11: Annotation Overhead computed for the benchmark programs in (Sadiq et al., 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>#AnnLOC</th>
<th>#Annot.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>17,512</td>
<td>2,188</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>6,691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulse</td>
<td>7,671</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>4,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGB</td>
<td>montecarlo</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>euler</td>
<td>1,080</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1,073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>search</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>moldyn</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lufact</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crypt</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>series</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sor</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sparsemat</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Æminium</td>
<td>blackholes</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gaknapsack</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>health</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaid</td>
<td>webserver</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fft</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>quicksort</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shellsort</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>integral</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fibonacci</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Example</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32,376</td>
<td>3,111</td>
<td>3,485</td>
<td>18,647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. An Insight into Research Challenges and Future Directions

Access permissions (Boyland, 2003; Bornat et al., 2005; Bierhoff and Aldrich, 2007) are a novel abstraction that can model read and write effects of a referenced object as well as its aliasing information. Access permission sharing and accounting models attained considerable attention in the research
community in the last decade because of their rich expressiveness and sound reasoning capabilities to specify and verify the correctness of shared-memory programs.

This survey organizes the permission-based verification of single- and multi-threaded programs into three dimensions according to the use of access permissions and their aims: verifying the correctness of API protocols (Section 4), avoiding synchronization problems in multi-threaded programs (Section 5) and inferring automatically permission-based specifications (Section 6). Table 3, 7 and 10 summarizes and contrasts the surveyed works based on the analysis criteria defined in Section 1.

Our analysis shows that although access permissions have been used to provide a sound reasoning mechanism to verifying program behavior, the existing permission-based verification approaches are limited in their support for verification due to the following reasons.

Permission Annotation Overhead. The common problem with all the permission-based verification approaches is the annotation overhead associated with the need to manually add permission-based dependencies (invariants, contracts, assertions, etc.) or other access notations, to explicitly specify state changes and grant or restrict access to multiple references (threads), on the shared memory locations. It is generally acknowledged that manually annotating programs is laborious, challenging and time-consuming.

Permission Verification Overhead. Given the intricacies in creating permission-based specifications, it is very likely for a programmer to omit important dependencies or extract the wrong dependencies (read instead of write). Moreover, there is no guarantee that the manually added specifications are spelled correctly (free of typo errors) and follow their intended semantic (defined in Section 3) that in turn pose overhead for verifying the correctness of the input specifications itself.

Although some of the existing approaches (Siminiceanu et al., 2012) present solution to this problem, by identifying the missing specifications and by verifying that, the specifications follow their intended semantics, the techniques themselves are limited in ensuring whether the program implementation complies with the input specifications and vice versa. This is because the analysis is based on input specifications rather than program implementation. Furthermore, although, access
permissions support modular reasoning of a program behavior without analyzing the entire program analysis, certain program properties such as global invariants and liveness, are hard to verify.

Permission Tracking Overhead. Existing verification and parallelization approaches use different forms of permission types such as fractional permissions, based on their expressiveness and to facilitate the ease of analysis. The runtime systems then analyzes the permission flow through the system to verify program behavior against the specification and computes the data dependencies in the system based on the specification.

In particular, fractional permissions use fractional style to express the access rights for a reference in the range \((0, 1]\) but its analysis is challenging for programmers, due to the overhead associated with tracking the splitting and the joining of concrete values. It is generally acknowledged that tracking fractional values in a program is a cumbersome task for programmers. The situation becomes more serious when fractions are split into multiple levels, which may create concerns relating to the proper termination of the analysis and affects the soundness of the technique itself.

Counting permissions are complementary to fractional permissions but they do not support all types of synchronization primitives. Symbolic permissions combine the access rights and aliasing information of a reference and have been used to allow programmers to reason about the program correctness, against specification at a higher level of abstraction than fractional or counting permissions. Therefore, automatic inference of permission-based specifications in the form of symbolic values is desirable to free the programmers from the low-level analysis overhead associated with adding and tracking concrete values in the program.

In addition to the specification overheads and related problems discussed above, the following factors may also hinder the wider adoption of existing permission-based verification approaches.

Languages and Tools. Existing permission-based verification and parallelization approaches are mostly based on formal specification languages and type systems to support access permission as part of the
language. It can be challenging for most programmers who may not be adept at the new syntax and semantics in order to exploit their functionalities. Furthermore, most of these approaches are either research prototypes or developed in languages that are not commonly used for general-purpose software development. These factors could limit the adoption of the existing approaches to verify programs written in mainstream programming languages such as Java.

Program Constructs. Existing verification approaches have limited support for synchronization constructs such as fork-join parallelism, atomic blocks or semaphores. There is also limited support for the recursive data structures. Most of the approaches support verification of heap locations, while investigation on non-heap locations has not been as prevalent. These limitations restrict their ability to verify real-world applications.

Program analysis. Existing approaches either perform static and dynamic program analysis or employ model-checking techniques to verify program properties. All have their own pros and cons that affect the scalability of these approaches when analyzing program constructs and verifying the program behavior. For example, the techniques employing model checkers may face state-space explosion problems even for a program of average size.

Properties. Most verification tools focus on certain aspects of the program behavior, such as verifying the correctness of API protocols or avoiding synchronization issues such as data races are just two aspects. Some tools can address a combination of issues, but none of them cover all aspects of a program behavior.

Although, existing permission-based verification approaches are quite promising in verifying program behavior. The common problem in all the existing approaches is the annotation overhead associated with the need to manually add the permission-based specifications in the source program. Therefore, the automatic inference of permission-based specifications from the source program can be the first step to exploit the verification power of these approaches, without posing any extra burden on programmers, to enhance their applicability in the IT industry.
Overall, given the number of different permission-based formal type theories and programming models that received remarkable attention over the last decade in the research community, there is an impending need to make these approaches adoptable and adaptable for general-purpose program development, and verification for mainstream programming languages such as Java.

The first step toward this goal can be an integration of the most widely used permission-based verification tools that at least support a common programming models such as Java. For example, Plural, Pulse, Verifast, VerCors and Sip4J fall in this category.

The analysis of existing approaches reveals that the inference of access permission contracts can be used to automatically compute the dependencies between methods while making the side effects explicit. As access permissions pose their own ordering constraints, the computed dependencies can be used to automatically infer the synchronization primitives (locking and ordering constraints) from the source code of a sequential program. The generated specifications can then be used to enforce the locking policy to different program parts at different levels of granularity (method, instruction or task). This information can be used to automatically parallelize program execution for the mainstream programming languages such as Java, to the extent permitted by the computed dependencies, without using any new programming language and runtime system to support access permissions. The permission-based parallelization can free the programmers from the low-level synchronization and reasoning overhead associated with handling multi-threading in sequential programming paradigms.

In addition to supporting the race-free sharing of the heap or non-heap locations in sequential programs, the inference of permission-based synchronization constructs (such as acquire and release locks with permission invariants) can be used to verify the behavior of concurrent programs, that have already been written using multi-threading, without imposing extra work on the programmer side.

The ideal solution to all the above challenges can be the integration of the commonly used abstractions such as typestates and access permissions, as first-class language constructs in the mainstream programming models, to develop a complete, sound, modular, automated and economically feasible framework for everyday program development and verification. The new technique could be realized to provide modelling, verification and parallelization support without posing any extra burden on programmers.
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